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Abstract

This master thesis explores problem solving strategies of community gardens in Berlin. Community gardens provide several benefits to the life in urban environments and have been politically recognized as a contribution to cities’ sustainable development. However, little research has been conducted on identifying their main problems that threaten their existence and the strategies they have developed in the process of dealing with those problems. A grounded theory analysis on three community garden projects in Berlin has been used to identify their problem solving strategies and thereby contribute to the yet little known topic on community gardens.

The analysis identified nine main problems which could be divided into “gardening problems” and “organizational problems”. Community gardens try to solve them mainly by improving their internal communication, dividing certain tasks among their participants and building up a network of supporting neighborhood initiatives and administrative institutions.
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1. Introduction

The urbanization process has led to a variety of negative influences on the earth’s biological systems and urban areas greatly contribute to the current man-made climate change (IPCC 2013). Moreover, the urban life has also other negative implications like the disintegration and detachment of the urban population from nature (Draper et al.) Therefore a shift to a more sustainable development, especially in cites, is internationally emphasized (United Nations 1992b). Urban community gardens are a global phenomenon and have also gained popularity in a growing number of German cities in the last 20 years (Stiftungsgemeinschaft anstiftung & ertomis 2016). Especially Berlin has experienced an increase in urban community gardens throughout the last decade. Had only a few of those projects existed in the early 2000’s rose their number to more than 60 in 2016 (www.stadtacker.net; 20.06.2016), making Berlin the German “capital of community gardens” (Meyer-Renschhausen 2010:33). They have developed in different spaces of the city and the motivations of people to (often voluntarily) invest their time in those projects are manifold (see 2.4 “Motivation Community Gardeners”). Community gardens provide several ecological, some economic, but especially social benefits that can improve urban areas (see 2.5 “Benefits of Community Gardening”). As part of the United Nations Agenda 21 action plan for sustainable development the city of Berlin has recognized community garden’s contribution to a more sustainable city development (Abgeordnetenhaus 2006) (see 2.8 “Political recognition of community gardens”).

Studies on community gardening in the recent years have covered different topics like their potential for integrating refugees (Wolf 2016), their importance for social education (Lienemann 2015), their benefits for the diversity of crop plants (Mertens 2015) and other aspects that show the value of those projects. However, little research has been conducted on the problems those projects face and what kind of strategies they develop to deal with them.

1.1 Research aim & research questions

Hence, this thesis is aiming at filling the gap by identifying community garden’s main problems and the strategies they have developed to overcome them. Furthermore, it is looked at the role of external stakeholders in supporting the initiatives during the solution process. This shall help existing and future community gardens to avoid obstacles that potentially threaten their
existence and therefore may have a negative influence on the goal of a sustainable urban development. Hence, this master thesis tries to identify problem solving strategies by particularly answering the following three research questions:

1. **What are the main problems community gardens are dealing with throughout their development?**

2. **What are the key strategies community gardens developed to deal with their main problems?**

3. **Who are important external stakeholders supporting community gardens during their problem solving process?**

The first research question will evaluate what kind of problems community gardens have to deal with and will provide the basis on the individual garden’s problem solving strategies evaluated by question 2. The third question aims at identifying external stakeholders who are important in the process of solving problems in community gardens. By using the grounded theory methodology interviews and observational notes are analyzed to come up with answers to the three research questions and thereby producing a theory which explains community garden’s developed key strategies to deal with their main problems.

**1.2 Thesis structure**

This master thesis is structured into 8 chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the topic leading to the research question. Chapter 2 gives an insight into the topic of community gardens to better understand the phenomenon and the importance of their survival for a sustainable urban development via a literature review. Chapter 3 describes the scientific methodology used for the research on the topic. Chapter 4 gives insights on the three initiatives that have been analyzed in this study before the results are presented in chapter 5. Those are then discussed and summarized in chapter 6, thus giving a conclusive overview and recommendations for solving community garden’s problems. Chapter 7 includes acknowledgements before chapter 8 delivers the literature used. Chapter 9 comprises the appendix (in the original version of this thesis).
2. Literature Review

2.1 “Problems”

In order to be able to identify community garden’s problems (and their solutions) the term “problem” had to be defined first. According to the Macmillan dictionary a problem is “something that causes trouble or difficulty” (Macmillan 2002:1122). The German Duden states that a problem is a “difficult (unsolved) task, difficult question to answer, complicated question” or “difficulty” (Duden 2016). Furthermore, problems have an affective component and can therefore be perceived as problematic. Problems have goals, which are usually referred to as solutions. Thus, problems can also be described as “anything which is between an individual and a goal” (Runco 1994:278). The term “problem” was used intentionally as it was aimed at analyzing the issues that are influencing the development negatively and could possibly lead to an end of the initiative.

2.2 Urban Gardening

Urban gardening is simply the practice of horticultural activities in an urban location (Ernwein 2014:78). It has developed in cities worldwide and is therefore considered a global phenomenon. Some examples are Shanghai, Berlin, Nairobi, Caracas, Havana, and New York (Meyer-Renschhausen 2010). However, the term can be understood quite differently by sociologists, historians or garden activists, as Müller deplores (Müller 2012:10). According to Müller who is a sociologist “Urban Gardening is usually social gardening, it is participatory and community-oriented, the garden is staged as a place for learning and meeting and the neighborhood is included in the design of the outdoor social area” (Müller 2012:23). She further depicts the development of a new form of gardening with varying organizational forms and legal regulations in cities that distinguishes itself from the traditional allotment gardens which are officially regulated by the federal allotment garden legislation (“Bundeskleingartengesetz”). “The new gardens try to enter into a dialogue with the city and want to be perceived as a genuine component of urbanity, not as an alternative to it” (Müller 2012:23).

Urban Gardening is multifarious and includes all kinds of gardening activities, such as guerilla gardening which is “the illicit cultivation of land that belongs to someone else” (Reynolds 2010:12), window gardens or vertical gardens which try to make use of small spaces, school
gardens that are used for teaching about topics like food and resource management, roof-top gardens that are defined by their location on a roof and community gardens that explicitly emphasize the social aspect of gardening. (Müller 2012:31ff.) Hereby, the different kinds of urban gardening practices are interlinked and cannot be fully separated from each other. A community garden can potentially be situated on a roof and cooperate with a school, for example.

2.3 Community Gardens

Community gardens are spaces where both, the “need for community and the need for self-expression” (Eizenberg 2013:192) are emphasized. However, there is no common scientific definition of the term “community garden” either (Appel et al.:2011). According to Ferris et al. and Hou they are “in some sense public gardens in terms of ownership, access, and degree of democratic control” (Ferris et al. 2001:560) which provide multiple social, economic, environmental and health benefits (Hou et al. 2009:3) (see 2.6 “Benefits of community gardens”). Rosol defines community gardens as “collectively and by voluntary engagement established and managed gardens, green areas and parks with a focus on a general public” (Rosol 2006:7). She distinguishes between three types of community gardens, thematic gardens, neighborhood gardens and thematic neighborhood gardens (Rosol 2006).

1. **Thematic gardens** are focusing on a specific topic. One example are intercultural gardens with their intention of intercultural interaction through garden activities.

2. **Neighborhood gardens** are addressing neighbors close to the garden area, aiming at providing a space for communal gardening activities to foster neighborly exchange.

3. **Thematic neighborhood gardens** are a combination of the two listed above. Hence, addressing the close-by neighbors with a focus on a special topic.

However, the development of community gardens, especially in Berlin, has led to more diversified forms which had not yet existed during the time of Rosol’s work. One example being community gardens that have taken on a more economic approach and aim at profitable systems supporting individuals or the project in order to pay its employees (Zacharias et al. 2014:16). This is important to mention as one of the community gardens included in this study is working
as a social enterprise and tries to pay its employees. This goes beyond the often voluntary engagement in other community garden projects. Therefore, Rosol’s definition has been altered to the recent developments and is used as such in this thesis:

“Community Gardens are collectively established and managed gardens, green areas and parks with a focus on a general public”

2.4 Motivation of Community Gardeners

The motivations of people to engage in community gardens are manifold. Motivations in some studies ranged from “pleasure”, “to grow their own vegetables”, “physical connection with the land or with the vegetables”, “need for nature/being outside” (Schierorn 2015) to the desire of producing and eating healthy and regional food (Wunder 2013). Rosol analyzed 13 motives for an engagement which she further combined in three motivation types. The first type describes people who are interested in the actual gardening activities. The second type refers to people who are motivated by the creative freedom that comes along with those projects. The third group refers to people who cannot name a specific motivation, but feel connected to the project because of their long-term commitment. (Rosol 2006)

2.5 Benefits of Community Gardening

Several studies show a variety of benefits associated with community gardening such as community development (Peters et al. 2008:11), building social capital (Alaimo et al. 2008), providing an area for people to participate in physical activity (Saldivar-Tanaka et al. 2004), healthy body weights (Zick et al. 2013), contact with nature (Maller et al. 2005), economic benefits (Draper et al. 2010), e.g. and thereby contribute to the social dimension of sustainable life in cities. Furthermore, community gardens are one form of green space which provide habitats for a variety of plants and animals and fulfill important climatic functions in urban areas as they divide the closed heat island of a city (Dihlmann 2003:2; Crossan et al. 2015:7ff.; European Commission 2015). Based on other theses a study from 2016 developed a model to show the benefits of community gardens for wellbeing. It shows that there are many positive aspects that can be associated with urban community gardening and they have been
internationally recognized as one way to help ensure especially social sustainability by reversing trends of disintegration in cities (Müller 2009; Draper et al. 2010). This shows the importance of their continuation. Thus, it is important to find ways to support them.

2.6 Political recognition of community gardens

Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in the 1800s the global human population has risen from around 750 mio. (Caldwell et al. 2002) to 7.3 billion in 2015 (United Nations 2015b:1). In search for job opportunities and a better future for themselves and their families, people started to move from rural into developing urban areas (Clark et al. 2009). Thereby the percentage of urban population continuously rose until the number of the world’s urban population equaled the number of the rural population in 2008 for the first time in history (United Nations 2008:3). In 2014, already 54 per cent of the world’s population resided in urban areas and the number is expected to rise up to 66 per cent by 2050 (United Nations 2015a:1).

The urbanization process is connected to a variety of negative effects on the urban population and environment. Especially urban residents with poor access to nature experience negative impacts on their health and are more likely to be disconnected to nature, leading to a diminished awareness and engagement with the environment (Miller 2005; Mitchell et al. 2008). Cities also have negative impacts on the local climate, due to the modification of surface albedo and evapotranspiration, anthropogenic heat sources and increased aerosols which results in elevated temperatures and changes in precipitation patterns (Seto et al. 2011; Chrysanthou et al. 2014). Furthermore, cities worldwide account for around 70% of resource consumption and more than 75% of the global CO2 emission production (BMZ 2014). Therefore urban areas are seen as a major driver for the current global climate change (IPCC 2013). On the other hand urban areas are also the key in the search for solutions to a so called “sustainable development” in order to avoid risks resulting from climate change, and better adapt to them (Revi et al. 2014).

The book “Limits to growth”, commissioned and published by the Club of Rome in 1972 was the first one to predict a collapse of our civilization in the upcoming century in their “business-as-usual” scenario (Meadows 1972). Their main aspect was to highlight the contradiction of endless growth (in terms of economy and population) on a planet with finite resources. The so called “Brundtland Report” (also known as “Our Common Future”), published by the United
Nations World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) in 1987, was the first to define the term “Sustainable Development”. According to the commission it is a “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (United Nations 1987). This definition and the two concepts were revisited at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 which resulted in the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development and consisted of 27 principles (United Nations 1992a). Those principles served as guidance for the future sustainable development of countries.

Additionally, among other results of the conference, the “Agenda 21”, a non-binding action plan for sustainable development in the 21st century, was established (United Nations 1992b). The action plan emphasized that sustainable development requires new forms of social learning and potential conflicts on environment and development. Furthermore, issues should be resolved through new forms of involvement and co-operation (Lafferty et al. 1998:1). Chapter 28 of the agenda especially refers to local authorities and their status as being a “determining factor in fulfilling its [Agenda 21] objectives” and “as the level of governance closest to the people, they play a vital role in educating, mobilizing and responding to the public to promote sustainable development”. Thus, in order to meet the sustainability goals set at the Rio Conference and its following conferences, local authorities, of especially urban areas, will have an increased responsibility on fulfilling the agreed tasks.

In 2006, after several years of political debate and development, the Berlin House of Representatives presented and approved their text “Local Agenda 21 Berlin” as the city’s guideline for a sustainable development (Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung 2016a; Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung 2016b). In chapter 3.3 “Successful Migration” and 3.5 “Green spaces, allotment gardens and near-natural spaces”, the establishment of intercultural gardens as “places for nature und environment protection as well as for social integration in the region” (Abgeordnetenhaus 2006:21) has been emphasized. Furthermore, the Berlin senate department’s “city development plan climate” recognized neighborhood gardens as one way to connect green areas to each other and thereby improve the city climate by reducing the heat in the city (Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung 2011:47f.). Thus, the importance of community gardens has been recognized by the city of Berlin.
2.7 The development of community gardening in Berlin

Historically, the development of community gardens in North America and Europe has been closely related to changing socio-economic and demographic trends. In times of growing populations and economic recessions in the 19th century and first half of the 20th century municipal leaders used them as a way of producing cheap food and reserved spaces for the population. As the economic situation improved the spaces were often turned into construction sites and the number of community gardens decreased. (Saldivar-Tanaka et al. 2004:399f.; Draper et al. 2010:459f.; Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt 2012:4ff.) In the 1970s another form of community gardens developed in North America (Schmelzkoopf 2002:327). Inhabitants of poor districts in New York started communal gardening activities as a way of opposing the decay of their neighbourhood, rather than seeing it as a way of producing sufficient amounts of food (Grünsteidel 2000:125). Thus, community gardens developed a priority on the social significance. Those new forms of community gardens developed as bottom-up initiatives as a reaction to diminished social liveability in cities in contrast to former top-down approaches initiated by municipal leaders during times of food crises. The movement affected other American cities as well and inspired German gardeners to start community gardens in their neighborhood (Werner 2012:59).

During the 1980s the people of both West and East Berlin started to turn brown fields into productive communally used gardens and children’s farms which continued to grow as forms of urban agriculture even after the German reunification. Since the late 1990s / early 2000s new forms of community and intercultural gardens established. Their number grew well above 60 in the decade of 2004 – 2014 and Berlin developed to the German capital of a new gardening movement. (Meyer-Renschhausen 2010:33; Meyer-Renschhausen 2016:9f.)

Due to its history and demographic development Berlin features a high number of brownfields compared to other capitals and metropolitan areas, which is one explanation for the development of those projects in the city (Kather 2010:3). Urban brownfields are important spaces for the establishment and development of community gardens. According to Tobisch who analyzed the potential of community gardens to revive and beautify urban brownfields, those spaces are not only one potential area, but the primary space used by community gardens (Tobisch 2013:57).

As Tobisch further deplores there are benefits for the owner of the space as he can make a
revenue when asking for rent and the property increases in value due to the beautification. However, the income generated by renting it out to the community garden is usually much lower than the potential income of selling the property. Therefore, most of those areas are rented out for a limited amount of time. This assures that the owner can sell it for a good price when needed and the community garden has to find another space. (Tobisch 2013:73)

Berlin’s population has constantly increased since 2003 and is expected to continue to grow for at least the next ten years (Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt 2016d:23f.). Along come challenges like providing enough housing options. One of the planning goals and part of the sustainability strategy of the federal government of Germany is “inner development before outer development” (“Innen- vor Außenentwicklung”) (Hinzen et al. 2011:41). Hereby free space and cultural landscapes shall be spared and potential spaces in cities be developed. Brownfields in Berlin have therefore reduced between 1990 and 2010 due to new construction and infrastructure projects (Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg 2014:37). However, this also reduces the amount of potential spaces for community garden projects.

Some projects though are also situated on public green spaces. The economic crisis of Berlin in the late 1990’s / early 2000’s has led to a significant decrease in financial means for maintaining green areas (Rosol 2006). Thus, community gardens are seen as a way of compensating a lack of governmental services by providing those projects a space on city owned properties. In return the community gardens are usually obliged to take care of the space. Rosol states that those projects can provide a qualitative addition to existing free spaces. Nevertheless, community gardens cannot fully compensate them and a financial relief of the cities cannot and should not be expected from them (Rosol 2006). Thus, false expectations from local authorities can lead to diminished synergies, threatening the potential of community gardens as a contribution to urban sustainable development.
3. Methods

3.1 Case study selection

In order to be able to answer the research questions, 11 participants from three Berlin community garden initiatives were interviewed. The website "Stadtacker.net," an interactive internet platform that collects knowledge, experience, activities and projects in the field of urban agriculture and urban gardening (http://stadtacker.net/SitePages/Homepage.aspx; 17.04.2016) was used to identify possible community gardens. A search tool provided on the website allowed for the searching for urban gardening projects in Germany. By narrowing it down to the city of Berlin 112 projects were identified under the heading “Felder und Gärten” (fields and gardens) (day of search: 08.09.2015). It was further focused on the Berlin districts that had no border to Brandenburg. Those being Mitte, Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg and Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf. This was relevant as the projects were supposed to be in an urban environment. If the garden would have been too close to the border of Brandenburg there might have been a risk of the garden being situated in a rural environment.

By focusing on the gardens that were characterized as "Gemeinschaftsgarten (gemeinschaftliche Nutzung)" (“Community garden (communal utilization)”) a total number of 19 community gardens were identified. Two were situated in Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf, eight in Mitte, and nine in Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg. One project in Mitte had been discontinued and another one was still in the planning phase. Thus, 17 community gardens in those three districts of Berlin were potentially available for further research.

In order to make sure that the gardens had already have the chance of experiencing problems and developing solutions for it, another criterion was the age of the initiative. It was determined that they needed to be in their third season by the beginning of the research. There was no information on the establishment of three of the 17 identified community garden projects. The other 14 projects were at least in their third season and therefore suitable for the study. In order to be able to develop a theory that would fit to different types of community gardens, those projects were deliberately consulted that seemed to have different organizational structures. This information was also provided on the website and made it possible to distinguish them before the visit.
After visiting six gardens on site, it was possible to convince four gardens to participate in the study. However, during the process of conducting the interviews it was not possible to gather sufficient amounts of data from two of the four community gardens because the gardeners did no longer reply to emails or got sick. Therefore, another garden was consulted in January 2016. Thus, a total of three gardens and 11 interviews were included in the study.

Criteria for choosing the community gardens:

- Situated in the Berlin district “Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf”, “Mitte“ or “Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg“ (urban environment)
- established in or before the year 2013 (already in the third season at the time of research)
- community garden with communal utilization of the space
- different forms of organization between gardens

3.2 Qualitative research

The present thesis focuses on the results of empirical qualitative studies conducted through semi-structured interviews, participant observation and conversations. The explorative character of my research was best met by using flexible qualitative methods as they focus on finding new insights in a field of research and develop an empirical grounded theory. (Flick 2014:5f.)

In contrast to the hypothesis testing of experimental and quantitative research the identification of a certain structure in often little structured qualitative data is important in qualitative research. Thereby the process of classification has descriptive and hypothesis-generating functions which helps to better understand social realities (Kelle et al. 2010:10). My thesis aimed at discovering new information and insights on the broader topic of community gardens instead of verifying existing knowledge.

As qualitative research is often taking place in dynamic contexts which the researcher is only able to control to a certain degree, openness is a central element. As not all steps can be predetermined a research design has to be used that is open to differing circumstances. Openness in qualitative research also includes the researcher’s approach towards the person of
interest. This means that the researcher needs to have theoretical guidelines and a clear plan of the methodological strategy. Only then it is possible to be open and flexible during changing situations and still reach the set goals effectively. (Kruker et al. 2005:14)

3.3 Literature review

In order to find a research question on the topic of community gardens that had not yet been covered, literature was reviewed prior to the actual study. However, the grounded theory approach was planned to be used. Therefore, the literature was not read in detail to avoid an influence of too much information during the coding process.

3.4 Grounded Theory

In order to answer the research questions the so called “Grounded Theory” methodology was used. It describes a qualitative research process that is used to develop a theory. This theory is based or ‘grounded’ in the data used (Hildenbrand 2010:7). The methodology was developed by the two sociologists, Glaser and Strauss, who first presented it in their book ‘The Discovery of Grounded Theory’ in 1967 (Glaser & Strauss 1967).

In an interview in 2004 Strauss referred to grounded theory as being a methodology and a certain style to think about social phenomena in an analytical way rather than a method or a set of methods (Legewie et al. 2004). He also described three main points which are central to the methodology. The first one being the type of coding, the second one the so called theoretical sampling and the third one are the comparisons between the phenomena and contexts that lead towards theoretical concepts.
3.4.1 Coding process

Coding is the essential part of the grounded theory methodology. It is the process that conceptually abstracts the data and reintegrates it as theory. (Holton 2007:265) The coding process is divided into three steps, the so-called open coding, axial coding, and selective coding which are continuously repeated throughout the research process. (Breuer 2010:77)

*Open coding* is an intense, detailed analysis of the data. Usually the interviews, field notes, or other documents are looked at line by line or even word by word. (Strauss 1987:32) Hereby, concepts in regard to the context are developed. (Krotz 2005:172) According to Strauss and Corbin:

“Open coding constitutes the analytical process which identifies and develops concepts in relation to their characteristics and dimensions. The basic analytical process by which this is achieved are: asking questions towards the data and the comparison of each incident, event and other examples of phenomena in regard to their similarities and differences. Similar incidents and events are named and grouped in categories” (Strauss et al. 1996:54f.).

*Axial coding* is an advanced stage of open coding. Hereby the data is intensely analyzed around one category. “This category forms the ‘axis’ around which further coding and category building is done and may eventually become the core category of the emerging theory” (Kelle 2007:201). This process elaborates the relationships between the categories as the researcher continuously moves back and forth between inductive thinking (developing categories, concepts and relations from the text) and deductive thinking (testing the categories, concepts and relations against the text) (Flick 2009:311).

*Selective coding* is axial coding on a higher level of abstraction. (Breuer 2010:92) This step focuses on potential core variables or core concepts as the researcher is looking for further examples and evidence for relevant categories. (Strauss et al. 1996:95; Flick 2009:312) According to Glaser (2005) the researcher needs to find a single core category as the most significant and frequent code that describes and is connected to other codes more than any other potential codes.
The coding was done using the free computer assisted qualitative analysis software “QDA Miner Lite 4”. Documents can be uploaded and intuitively be coded using coloured codes organized in a tree structure. Additionally, memos and other comments can be added to segments, cases or the whole project (see fig. 1).

![Fig. 1: QDA Miner Lite coding process](image)

### 3.4.2 Memos

Memos are an essential part of the development of a grounded theory. They are “theoretical notes about the data and the conceptual connections between categories” (Holton 2007:281). Glaser stated that it is the “core stage in the process of generating grounded theory” and if the researcher is skipping this stage that he/she “is not doing grounded theory” (Glaser 1978:83). Memos were written throughout the whole process of developing the theory.
3.4.3 Theoretical sampling

In the process of gathering data to develop a theory, theoretical sampling was used. Glaser and Strauss define it as the “process of data collection for generating theory whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes, and analyses his data and decides what data to collect next and where to find them, in order to develop his theory as it emerges” (Glaser et al. 1967:45). This is the opposite of deductive oriented strategy of hypothesis testing which determines the design of the study before it begins. Deductive oriented research is usually inspired by the ambition to include a representative sample of objects of sufficient size in the study so that results under probabilistic theoretical calculus can be extrapolated at an acceptable risk of error on an entire population. In the study conception of grounded theory however the decision of the sample size is decided upon and dependent on the process of developing findings and the theory. (Breuer 2010:58)

3.5 Qualitative interviews

As a way of acquiring information from people of interest, interviews can be used to get an insight into the field of research. Before conducting the interviews it was important to decide what type of interview, such as non-structured, semi-structured or structured interview was most appropriate for the context. (Kruker 2005:64) It was decided that semi-structured interviews would be most suitable for the study. Semi-structured interviews allow the researcher to be open to changing situations during the interview whilst still having a set of questions that help to cover the desired topic. (Fylan 2005:65)

Prior to the interviews, three pretests had been conducted with three different individuals in order to adjust the questions and get a feeling for the time needed. The three persons did not explicitly have in-depth community garden knowledge, but were able to suggest changes due to their scientific background. According to the pretests the interviews were estimated to take around 1,5 to 2 hours. Therefore, face-to-face interviews were conducted in order to be able to include breaks which would help to concentrate on the topic for the entire time. A personal meeting also helped to go back and forth within the questionnaire, if necessary. This would have been difficult when conducting the interviews via telephone.
Eleven semi-structured interviews were conducted with participants of three Berlin community gardens in order to find sufficient information on their problem-solving strategies. A semi-structured questionnaire had been prepared as a guide through the interviews which had been sent to the interviewees prior to the meeting. This way the interviewees could get an idea of the questions being asked and were able to prepare themselves for it.

In order to ease the beginning of the interview some main facts about the garden and the interview partner were asked before the actual interview began. This also made sure that information found on their website had been up to date or could be corrected by the interviewee. The actual interview began with two introductory questions (part A “Introduction”) about the history and goals of the initiative and were used to get the interview partner into a talkative mode before focusing on problems in part B “Problem identification”. Part C “Problem solution” was focusing on the initiative’s found or attempted solutions. The last part D, “Network analysis,” focused on the important stakeholders working on the solution to the problem in the past and present and aimed at identifying the most important stakeholders for solving the specific problem. The questionnaire and interview had been developed in German in order to ease the conversation for the native German speakers. This ensured that no potential German interviewee was excluded due to a language barrier and all information could be delivered.

The interviewees were asked to sign a consent form prior to the interview. This allowed the interviewer to record the interview with an audio recorder and the use of the data for this thesis. The consent form also stated that the interviewee was allowed to withdraw his/her statements after the interview. This was included to give the interviewee a feeling of security and control which was hoped to help them to be more open during the interview.

During the analysis process more questions arose. Therefore, some interviewees had been contacted via email after the initial interviews.
3.6 Transcription

The interviews had been recorded using an audio recorder. The records were then transcribed using the free available software “Express Scribe Transcription Software”. The free version supports audio formats like wav, mp3, wma and dct and allows the user to vary the speed playback. The transcriptions were written down using Microsoft Word 2010. The most prominent grammatical mistakes and repetitions of words were corrected, but certain dialects were not adjusted in order to be close to the original interview. Time stamps were set in irregular order to better identify certain parts of the interview during the coding process. Following the interviews field notes about the interview had been written down to capture the atmosphere and note new insights into the topic. The transcripts were anonymized due to the consent form that both the interviewer and interviewee had signed. The names of persons were replaced by their position in the initiative or their job.

3.7 Interviewees

The first interviewees had been found by directly approaching participants in the garden or during official meetings like plenums as well as writing general emails to the initiative. After conducting the first interview, the interviewees were asked if they could recommend other potential interview partners who had a different insight into the initiative. However, those recommendations could be influenced by a certain bias as the interviewees might have chosen like-minded gardeners who share the same opinion on problems and their solutions. Nevertheless, this procedure was repeated with the following interview partners in every garden. As it was stressed that following interview partners should be able to give different insight (they are in charge of a different task for example) it still helped to get a broad picture of the initiative’s situation from different point of views and made sure that all problems and their solutions were covered until a saturation was reached. The interviews were conducted in different places, according to the desire of the interview partner. This was important to make the interviewee feel comfortable.
3.9 Observation

The method of systematic observation is especially useful when information about people and their everyday behavior is to be analyzed. (Kruker 2005:57) Therefore, in addition to the interviews conducted, each garden had been observed at least two times during the time of data collection.

Neighborhood Garden:
16.01.2016: observation before an official plenum
25.04.2016: observation during an official garden work day
10.05.2016: observation during a normal day; no active garden work day

Public Park Garden:
06.04.2016: observation during a normal day; no active garden work day
01.05.2016: observation during a normal day; no active garden work day

Social Enterprise Garden:
09.07.2015: communal cooking event
09.04.2016: official spring and opening festival

The observations helped to validate some findings that came up during the interviews and to gather additional data that would complement the findings at that stage.

3.8 Interviews – Experiences

It was easy to get gardeners to participate in the research from the Social Enterprise Garden and Public Park Garden initiative as they were interested in the study and a lot of people were potentially available. After conducting the first interviews the next partners were found via recommendations, direct contact in the garden, or via email. In order to prepare them for the study, the questionnaire was sent to them prior to the interview. For a better preparation the questionnaire had been slightly altered and descriptions of how to proceed with it were added. Between September 2015 and February 2016, twelve interviews were conducted. However, only eleven could be used as one garden that had been included in the study could not come up with additional interview partners. Thus, this garden had to be excluded from the study and the
Neighborhood Garden was chosen instead. During the process of finding potential gardens, another garden had also been contacted. However, on the day of the interview the first interviewee became seriously ill and other gardeners from this project were either only willing to give a one-hour-interview on the telephone or would fill out the questionnaire via email, but did not answer subsequent questions. Therefore, this specific garden was abandoned as it was not possible to get sufficient information on it. I was able to conduct three interviews with the Neighborhood Garden initiative, even though at least one more interviewee would have been helpful to be clear about a saturation of the information given by the first three interviewees.

Before the interviews were conducted every interviewee was asked to sign the consent form which also included the permission to use an audio recorder. All interviewees signed the consent form and agreed to using the audio recorder. During the interviews the interviewer did not recognize any negative influence from using the audio recorder despite checking on the battery once in a while to make sure that everything was recorded. Although the topic was referring to a negative aspect of the initiative, problems, the interviewees did not appear to mind answering questions about it. It was rather the opposite and the interviewer had the impression that the interviewees were happy to talk about it. Some interviewees also said that they hope to help other gardens with their information and were therefore open to talk about it. It also helped that the interviewer himself had started a community garden together with other people in spring 2015. Thus, there was a feeling of trust between the interviewee and the interviewer and the atmosphere was always friendly and relaxed. Nevertheless, there were also interviews that were disturbed by noises or other people who entered the room. This only happened during three interviews though and did not influence the situation too much as the recording was paused and continued shortly after the other people had left again.

Two interviews had to be divided into two separate meetings because the interviewees were going into detail and it took more time to go through all the questions with them. As it became apparent during the interview that it would not be possible to cover everything in time the interviewees were asked whether a second meeting would be possible, and they agreed. This helped to reduce stress during the first part of the interview and provided the opportunity to ask subsequent questions during the second interview that had resulted from the first discussion. The interviewer had also not tried to stop them during the first interview as the information proved to be valuable and complementary to the other interviews at that time. During the interviews the questionnaire was filled out by the interviewer and field notes were taken after
the interview had been conducted. This ensured that information was not lost due to potential technical difficulties with the audio recorder and that the atmosphere and interviewers thoughts were captured. Those fieldnotes were later part of the coding process.

The time needed to conduct the interviews varied from around 72 min to 182 min. The average duration was 112:40 min. The differences were mainly due to the experience of the gardeners, their time spent with the initiative and how much they were currently involved in it. The more they were involved the more they were able to explain. Part D “Network analysis” of the questionnaire also had a big influence on the time needed. The more stakeholders were mentioned, the longer the interview, as detailed questions about every stakeholder were asked separately.
4. Description Gardens

This chapter gives an overview of the analyzed Berlin community gardens, with a special focus on their historic development. The information has been collected during the interviews. The Neighborhood Garden initiative is the oldest of the three and was founded in the early 2000s. The Social Enterprise Garden and Public Park Garden started within the last four years. The space they are working on ranges from around 1200m² to 1850m². However, not the whole space is cultivated in any of the gardens. The number of participants varies throughout the year and ranges from around 10 to 20 people in the Neighborhood Garden to around 120 to 130 people being active in the Social Enterprise Garden, up to 200 gardeners at the Public Park Garden. The three community gardens are distinguished by their organization. The Neighborhood Garden is officially represented by another association, the Public Park Garden is working as an association and the Social Enterprise Garden as a social enterprise. Currently, the only initiative with an unrestricted lease contract is the Neighborhood Garden. The Public Park Garden is tolerated by the senate, but has not yet signed a lease contract. The Social Enterprise Garden’s lease contract will expire within the next two years and the initiative does not yet know whether it will be extended (see table 1).

Table 1: Garden's characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establishment</td>
<td>Early 2000s</td>
<td>Within the last 4 years</td>
<td>Within the last 4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size property</td>
<td>1200m²</td>
<td>1900m²</td>
<td>1700m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member nr.*</td>
<td>Around 10 to 20</td>
<td>Around 200 gardeners,</td>
<td>Around 16 active members + around 90 tenants + volunteers and employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization type</td>
<td>Officially represented by another supporting association</td>
<td>Association</td>
<td>Social enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal situation concerning property</td>
<td>Other association signed lease contract with district office</td>
<td>Currently tolerated by senate; no lease contract yet</td>
<td>Lease contract signed with education authority; expires within the next 2 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The number of participants is constantly changing in all gardens. It also depends on the time of the year. There are more people involved during the summer than in winter. The interviewees could only give a rough estimation of the number of participants.
4.1 Neighborhood Garden

The neighborhood garden was founded in the early 2000s. It is currently situated in an inner courtyard in the district of Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg.

The initiative's history is characterized by its struggle to find a suitable space. The Neighborhood Garden had been established on a former vacant 2000m² space in the early 2000s. Neighbors adjacent to the property had come together and started the initiative. Their intention was to beautify the former rubbish-thrown space. The garden started as a so called guerilla garden as the gardeners did not ask for permission to work on the property. According to Reynolds “Guerilla Gardening is: the illicit cultivation of land that belongs to someone else” (Reynolds 2010:12). The gardeners worked on the land for a couple of years until the premises were auctioned off to investors. They were evicted from the first part of the property a couple of years after their establishment. A year later the rest of the eviction took place and the initiative had to move to another vacant space in the neighborhood. Shortly after they arrived at an agreement with the district office to use the current (third) space. Currently, they use about half of the 2500m² space.

The number of participants is constantly changing as new people join and former members leave the garden. Nevertheless, the garden was able to maintain a number of around 10 to 20 participants throughout its history.

The main objective of the initiative is to offer a place for neighbors to grow some vegetables, fruits, herbs and flowers. Most of the gardeners share the vision of shaping their own environment in contrast to the common way of using a space that had been predesigned by official institutions.
4.2 Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden initiative is an intercultural garden situated in a public park and was established within the last 4 years (see table. 1). A collaborative network of local district initiatives initiated the process. This network generally aims at “Strengthening the local resilience via: strengthening the social interaction, inventing/testing/establishing common sustainable behaviors. Accompany the energy transition (towards a less energy intensive way of life) by means of a cultural transition (towards a more sustainable, more interconnected, more local culture)” (Berlin 21 e.V. 2016).

A group of interested people established that tried to start the garden. They successfully promoted their idea in several meetings with important stakeholders and decision makers. One important platform established during that process. The association was established as a precondition to be able to work on the space. The first two years were marked by an exponential growth of participants and raised beds. Currently, they have 100 raised beds and around 200 gardeners. 60 of those gardeners are club members. They do not plan to extend the number of raised beds at the moment.

They are offering raised beds to be cultivated by interested neighbors as well as occasional workshops with a focus on educating about food and other garden related topics and keep bees that are taken care of by experienced bee keeping. Furthermore, they work together with kindergartens, schools and other institutions with a social background. One of their goals is to educate people about organic gardening and food in general.

Currently, their objective is to get a contract that will change their status of using the property temporarily to using it permanently.
4.3 Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden initiative is an intercultural garden and was founded within the last 4 years. The original vision was to create the garden on another area. There they began the project. Due to fire safety regulations and statics requirements they could not meet, the project could not be realized. They had to leave the area one year later. Nevertheless, the district officials liked the idea and managed to organize the current space for them. Here, they restarted their garden a couple of months after the first eviction.

Currently, the core team consists of around 16 members. They are being helped by interns, paid workers and volunteers.

The initiative’s main goal is to have a positive impact on the neighborhood and improve the livelihood in the district. They are offering a variety of workshops ranging from the topics of food and cooking to environmental education and social integration. People can lease a raised bed for one season, buy fresh products in the garden and the café, or can even rent out the garden area for private events.

Currently, their lease contract with the owner has been renewed for the next two years. The space has been reserved for another use since the 1980s. Currently, the owner is in negotiations with a potential investor. The Social Enterprise Garden hopes to be part of the new concept and is therefore in close contact with the owner of the land.
5. Results

5.1 Summary Results

The analysis of the data revealed that community gardens are dealing with nine main problems which can be divided into “gardening problems” and “organizational problems”. “Gardening problems” affect the realization and continuation of horticultural activities negatively and include the problems “space”, “soil”, “water” and “safety”. “Organizational problems” combine problems threatening the performance of the group as an initiative and include the problems “participation”, “difficult participants”, “communication”, “management” and “finances”.

However, community gardens have developed key strategies to solving their problems. They are successfully working on them by improving their internal and external communication, dividing tasks among their participants and building up a network with neighborhood initiatives and administrative institutions.

Nevertheless, there are also important external stakeholders supporting community gardens during their problem solving process. Different administrative institutions help solving the problems “space”, “water”, “safety”, “participation” and “finances”. Other community gardens help with the problems “soil”, “participation”, “communication”, “management” and “finances”. Neighboring social institutions support the initiatives with the problems “space”, “participation” and “management” and the media helps with the problems “space” and “participation”. Several individual people help them with other problems as well.

5.2 Identifying the problems

The analysis of the initiatives revealed certain needs that are essential for the development of community gardens. As problems are defined as “anything which is between an individual and a goal” (Runco 1994:278) asking the interviewees for the initiative’s main problems and their solutions automatically identified the garden’s goals and what the interviewees thought is needed to reach them.
Gardening needs
In order to be able to start and maintain a garden according to the findings in the data analysis a community garden needs:

1. to find a space that allows a certain planning certainty to develop a long-lasting initiative
   → problem “space”
2. nutritious soil for the development of their plants
   → problem “soil”
3. water to water their plants
   → problem “water”
4. safety from the influence of other people’s negative actions
   → problem “safety”
   (includes: “(A) theft”, “(B) vandalism”, “(C) dogs” and “(D) garbage”)

Organizational needs
Furthermore the interviewees described problems which negatively influence the development of their garden as an institution. According to the findings in the data a community garden needs:

5. enough people to maintain and develop the project
   → problem “participation”
   (includes: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative, (B) keeping participants in the initiative)
6. a harmonized group of people that follow a certain communal goal
   → problem “difficult participants”
7. suitable means of transferring information
   → problem “communication”
8. a certain coordination of the initiative
   → problem “management”
9. the financial means to pay for basic needs
   → problem “finances”

Thus, nine problems were identified which will be further described for each garden, followed by the garden’s strategy to solving them. A table for each problem and solution is presented to
show the differences between the three projects. The tables for the solutions are provided with a special feature. The bottom of each table declares whether the problem has been solved and is therefore coloured in “green”, has not been solved and therefore coloured in “red”, or the garden has found a solution, but the situation is not perfect yet (yellow).

5.3 Gardening problems & their solutions

“Gardening problems” are defined here as problems that are affecting the simple execution of gardening activities. Those problems are related to the property and its features as well as to difficulties caused by people who are not part of the garden group.

5.3.1 Problem “Space”

*Problem “space” is defined by the difficulty of getting access to a space to work on and the legal regulations associated with it.*

*Summary problem “Space”*

The core of the problem “space” lies within insufficient financial resources of the gardens to purchase a space for their project and the lack of legal spaces that secures their projects for several years. Thus, the projects are dependent on other property owners to let them use their space and the legal regulations associated with the property. In the case of the Neighborhood Garden it meant moving two times before they ended up on the current space and not being able to change the space according to their needs. This affected the gardeners’ motivation and not all were willing to continue with the project. The Public Park Garden is situated on a space that will soon be redesigned and they will have to move during the development process. Thus, they are faced with uncertainty about the development which affects their motivation as they cannot realize all their projects. The Social Enterprise Garden needed to leave the first space due to legal regulations they could not afford and had to move to another, the current space. Presently they are faced with uncertainties concerning their development on the space as the owner has planned to use the area differently.
Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden initiative started to work on the first space illegally as they did not have the financial background to purchase one and the brownfield had not been used. The owner did not mind and allowed them to work here. They were free to change the appearance of the space according to their needs and erected a fence to protect their garden from dogs and acts of violations (see problem “safety”). A couple of years later the space was auctioned off by the owner. As the group did not have sufficient amounts of money to compete for the (first) space against other investors they had to eventually leave and look for another one (see problem “finances”).

After the eviction they were able to stay on an interim (second) space in the neighborhood. Unfortunately, they had to pay rent to the owner during that time (see problem “finances”). As they struggled with the financial burden and it was planned to also convert the interim space into yet another construction site for new housing projects the district office offered them the current (third) space. A contract with the district office secures their status on the current space, but it does not provide the best circumstances for a well working community garden as they are not allowed to change the appearance of the space according to their needs which includes the prohibition of building a fence as a way of protecting their garden from violations (see problem “safety”). The move from the original space also affected the number of participants. Not all members of the original team were willing to start over on a new location (see problem “participation (B) keeping participants in the initiative”).

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden initiative has not yet had to move spaces. However, because they did not own a property and could not afford to buy one, they needed to convince several decision-makers of their concept to be able to work on the current public green space, which was also time-intensive. They are currently tolerated, but do not have a lease contract. They are working on a space that will soon be redesigned. Although it has been assured that they will be part of the new concept, they may have to move their garden to another close-by area within the park. Thus, the initiative is not allowed to build solid structures as they have to be able to move their garden in a short amount of time. This also affects their plans of building other structures they
could use, like solar panels for example. This has a negative effect on the motivation of some gardeners who would like to realize those projects in the garden.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden needed to find a space to realize the project as the initiators did not own a space nor had the financial means to purchase one. During the process of promoting the project the owner of a property allowed them to use some of the space. Unfortunately, they had to leave it again after several months. Legal regulations and associated necessary changes and costs were prohibitive for the initiative at that time. Therefore, they had to move to another space. Currently, they have a lease contract that will expire within the next two years. The owner of the area allowed them to build up a fence which is an important difference compared to the other two gardens which struggle as they cannot protect their belongings at all times (see problem “safety”). However, the space’s owner is in contact with a possible investor who may want to build something else on the property. The area has been slotted for this use since the 1980’s. The gardeners knew that they will only be allowed to work on the current space for a certain amount of time. Thus, they share the Public Park Garden’s uncertainty about the future development of their space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Lost original space due to change of ownership and construction of new house on site</td>
<td>- Had to convince senate from their concept</td>
<td>- Needed to leave original space due to legal regulations they could not afford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Signed lease contract with district office for current space</td>
<td>- Are tolerated on the space</td>
<td>- Signed lease contract for current space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Not allowed to put up a fence to separate their garden from the rest of the space which would help dealing with other problems</td>
<td>- Have not signed a lease contract yet</td>
<td>- Contract expires within the next 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No uncertainty concerning future development</td>
<td>- Uncertainty concerning future development</td>
<td>- Uncertainty concerning future development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Problem "space"
5.3.2 Solutions “Space”

Summary solutions “Space”

All three gardens received external help when dealing with the problem “space”. They were in different situations, but in all cases it were government institutions that helped them to get a property. The Neighborhood Garden and Social Enterprise Garden were contacted by the government institutions because they had already gained popularity and were known in the district. This was after they had lost their original space. The Public Park Garden actively approached the government institutions to get their approval before officially starting to work on the space. It was important for all projects to get in contact with important neighboring initiatives and build up a supporting social and institutional network. In order to get a space on a legal basis it was also necessary to be organized in an official form or to be represented by an official institution. Thus, one part of the solution to the problem “space” also lay in the initiative’s organization.

Although The Neighborhood Garden is not entirely satisfied with the features of the current property, they have come to an agreement with the property owner and signed a legal contract which ensures their future on the space. The Public Park Garden will be integrated into the future development of the surrounding park, but the gardeners are still uncertain about the details and therefore have to stay in continuous contact with all important stakeholders. The Social Enterprise Garden signed a lease contract for the current space until the end of season 2017, but still have to find a solution to the imminent eviction after their contract’s expiration.

Neighborhood Garden

The participants of the Neighborhood Garden initiative had invested a lot of time and energy to fight for the former space and to find a new property. They printed flyers and organized demonstrations to make their case public. Their actions resulted in a local fame which did not help to keep the original space, but eventually led to the finding of a new property through a district office's employee. A Berlin networking association, which was founded by a former Neighborhood Garden gardener, helped them to get the new space by officially taking responsibility for the garden. The contract secures the group’s status and does not have to fear an eviction.
The group was much more dependent on other external stakeholders to help them with the problem though. The media indirectly helped them by covering their story during the time of their eviction and therefore raising awareness for their situation. Other community gardens helped them to move their belongings from the original area with cargo bicycles and by adopting some of their plants. This did not directly help to keep the property nor to get a new one. Nevertheless, the movement was organized like a protest which helped to get attention for their cause which later helped them to get their current space.

The solution of staying on an interim space was the result of their already established network. Other gardeners had told them about the free space. Thus, networking was essential for surviving the time until the solution for the current space was found. The most important external stakeholder was an employee working for the district office who had the idea of giving them the current space. She contacted the group and arranged the connection to the district office.

A theoretical solution that was mentioned by the interviewees was to buy the first property or to get someone to buy it and preserve it for them. They tried to get the district to buy back the land, but it did not react.

For the Neighborhood Garden initiative the problem “space” was thereby solved mainly by external stakeholders, most importantly by governmental institutions which helped finding and providing them with a new space. Their former engagement of raising awareness for their cause and networking with other gardens was essential to end up with that solution though.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden initiative was very active in finding a solution to their “space” problem from within the group. The initiators faced the problem that they did not own a property to start a community garden on. Thus, they looked for potential areas and found the current one. The initiators were already well connected to other people and initiatives in Berlin. Nevertheless, they needed to convince the senate (as the owner of the space) and other stakeholders from their concept and did so via presenting it during a citizens’ workshop that is concerned with the
development of the surrounding park. They networked with other neighborhood initiatives which were part of the workshop and successfully convinced them to support their idea.

In order to get the space, they needed to found an official form of organization. They chose to become an association as it was their vision to do and decide everything communally and non-commercially. An association was seen as the best form of organization to fit those purposes. Thus, one part of their solution for their “space” problem influenced the way they organized themselves (see problem “management”).

Once the initiators had the approval to work on the space they developed a constitution which included their purposes and how they plan to achieve them. This is their guideline and additionally they developed gardening rules. They did not have a master plan but a rough direction and some principles. This was important so that they were organized in such a way that the decision-makers can officially contact them. This is especially important now that the development of the space is uncertain.

Especially the association’s board tries to stay on top of things and attends important meetings concerning the development of the park. They also communicated their progress and vision in a presentation during a following citizens’ workshop. This way they want to make sure they are recognized by the decision makers. That is the only way they feel that they can influence the development at the moment. They have been assured that they will be part of the new concept for the park however. Nevertheless, the uncertainty concerning their future development on the space remains as long as they have not signed a lease contract.

According to one interviewee, neighbors had been extremely important for the ongoing debate concerning the development of the park as they had started a petition to protest against the planned construction of apartments on the part that the Public Park Garden is currently situated on. Not only due to this action have the plans been changed and the area has been saved for the development of the park instead of constructing apartments on site. This also saved the status of the Public Park Garden.

In 2012 an employee from the environment agency gave them advice on whom to contact. She also informed them about the citizens’ workshop which eventually led to the solution. Another woman, who was already very active in the urban gardening scene also supported and promoted
their idea and connected them to important stakeholders. Thus, communicating with important stakeholders and thereby building up a local network was essential for the solution of the problem “space”.

The Public Park Garden initiative actively connected itself with external stakeholders in order to find a solution to their “space” problem. This was especially important to convince the decision makers in order to get the current space.

**Social Enterprise Garden**

It is striking that the interviewees of the Social Enterprise Garden initiative, in contrast to the other two projects, were only referring to individuals when asked about important internal stakeholders concerned with the solution to the problem “space”. Internal stakeholders were the initiator, one of the shareholders and the current executive secretary. The initiator got in contact with important stakeholders and promoted the concept of the garden. This was important for finding the first space on the parking garage. A supermarket agreed that the garden could be build up here. This was very important for the establishment of the initiative.

After it became clear that the garden could not afford the necessary requirements to stay on the first space it was essential to find a new property (see chapter 4.1 “Social Enterprise Garden” and problem “space”). The borough mayor was already in favor of the project and contacted the education authority. One shareholder who is also an architect presented a draft of the future development of the project on a potential new space. The education authority was convinced and offered the current space to be used by the initiative. Thus, a government institution was essential for the continuation of the project.

The current executive secretary is in close contact with the property owners. They only have a lease contract until the end of season 2017 though as an investor plans to build a sports hall on the area. The executive secretary is attending important meetings to stay on top of things and tries to have an influence on the development. They would like to be part of the new sports hall and try to find a compromise.
The solution to the problem “space” was therefore influenced by personal actions of the initiator and other founding members who built up a network and organized themselves as well as by governmental institutions who lease out the current space until an investor has been found to build up a sport hall on site. Thus, the initiative’s future on the space is uncertain at the moment and the final decision and therefore solution is still pending.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions “Space”</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Internal contribution to solution** | - Raised awareness via demonstrations and handing out flyers which resulted in a local fame  
- Berlin association officially took over responsibility for them and signed the contract | - Applied for current space by presenting a concept  
- Networked with important neighboring initiatives  
- Are in contact with decision makers and try to stay informed about ongoing changes | - Individual people were important, especially the initiator networked with a lot of people  
- Applied for current space by presenting a concept  
- Are in contact with decision makers and try to stay informed about ongoing changes |
| **External contribution to solution** | - Other gardens helped with the move  
- Press covered their eviction  
- District office offered current space and legal contract | - Senate agreed to giving them the space  
- Neighboring initiatives supported them during citizen’s workshop  
- Neighbors fought against potential construction planned on the space | - Borough mayor connected them to education authority  
- Education authority provides the current space for free |
| Problem has been solved | Problem has been almost solved, but the exact details for the development of the space are still uncertain | Problem has been solved until end of season 2017, but they are still uncertain about the future development after 2017 |

Table 3: Solutions "space"
5.3.3 Problem “Soil”

Problem “soil” is defined by the difficulty of not being able to work directly in the ground soil or having to work with bad quality soil.

Summary problem “soil”

As a result of natural conditions and a lack of knowledge, communication and management, soil was mentioned as one of the main problems in the Neighborhood Garden and Public Park Garden initiative. It affected and still affects their development negatively and leads to frustration among the participants. The Social Enterprise Garden was also concerned with the problem of organizing soil as the original space did not provide the possibility of planting in the ground.

Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden initiative is working directly in the ground soil. The soil is very sandy and not very fertile though. One interviewee of the Neighborhood Garden stated that this is due to the natural features of the area of Berlin. Some of them had a bad harvest because they did not know about it when they started to work in the garden. The other gardeners had also not told this specific gardener that the soil needed to be enriched somehow. Therefore, a lack of communication prevented some gardeners to react to the problem in time (see problem “communication”). This resulted in a bad harvest and frustration among some gardeners.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden initiative is working on an area that had formerly been used by industrial enterprises. This resulted in a heavy contamination of the soil. Hence, the gardeners are officially not allowed to plant edible plants into the soil. This led them to the idea of working with raised beds and the first gardeners organized soil to fill those beds (see solutions “soil”). Unfortunately, the first soil they bought was also very sandy. A lot of gardeners were not satisfied with the quality and more good quality soil was organized. However, the amounts were
not sufficient and not all gardeners received good soil for their beds. This led to frustration among some gardeners as their harvest was not good. Some gardeners are also disappointed in the board because it is in charge of organizing good quality soil for all gardeners. During one of the observations one gardener declared that the board will buy more soil once they know more about the development of the space. Thus, the former history and the current development of the space as well as the group’s organization and lack of knowledge of where to get good soil led to the problem.

Social Enterprise Garden

The interviewees of the Social Enterprise Garden initiative did not mention soil when asked for problems. However, they needed to organize soil as it was originally planned to work on the top level of a parking garage where no soil was available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem “Soil”</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Natural features lead to sandy and infertile soil</td>
<td>- Former use of space left soil contaminated</td>
<td>- Original space did not provide the possibility of working in the ground, as it was planned to work on the top floor of a parking garage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lack of communication and no measures being taken leads to bad harvest</td>
<td>- Bought bad quality soil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Gardeners are frustrated</td>
<td>- Insufficient amounts of good quality soil frustrates participants as some have bad harvest, others do not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: Problem "soil"*
5.3.4 Solutions “Soil”

Summary Solutions “Soil”

All three gardens ended up working with raised beds as one solution to the problem “soil”. The Public Park Garden and Social Enterprise Garden were working with it from the beginning as they did not have the option to work in the ground directly. The Neighborhood Garden initiative is starting to use them since 2015. The initiatives either organized additional soil or organic fertilizers from external stakeholders. Thus, they did receive indirect help from them. Some gardeners came up with individual solutions to enrich their soil and two projects produce their own compost as a measure to improve soil quality. The problem has mainly been approached by the gardeners individually, but they also received some minor help from external neighboring initiatives.

Neighborhood Garden

The participants of the Neighborhood Garden found several ways of working on the problem. One of their former gardeners, who is no longer participating, added clay granulate to improve the quality of the soil. He came up with the idea, organized the granulate and spread the knowledge in the group (communication). Additionally, the group started to organize horse manure to enrich the soil after discussing about the problem during their plenums. They are planning to organize it several times a year now. One solution that did not improve the soil itself, but helped with the gardening and kept the soil from being contaminated by garbage and dog excrements was a raised bed that they installed in 2015. It worked out very well. Thus, the group built more in early 2016.

So far they have not bought any good quality soil, but are thinking about it as a future solution. During one interview the possibility of approaching sponsors to support them with good quality soil was discussed. However, the core group consists of people who do not want to promote anything and who do not want to work together with commercial companies. Except for the farmer who gave them the horse manure for free there have been no external stakeholders involved to help with the problem.
The gardeners perceive the problem as being solved as they have found a way to continuously improve their soil quality.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden initiative did not have the option of working in the soil directly like the Neighborhood Garden initiative. Therefore they had to come up with solutions to work without the ground soil before being able to start working in the garden. They also use raised beds and organized three tons of soil to fill them. They had received money for it from the “Anstiftung&Ertomis” foundation which supports community gardens. Unfortunately the quality of the soil was not that good and they had to find ways of improving it. Two gardeners organized some compost soil from a children's farm, but the amount was not sufficient for all beds. Thus, some gardeners came up with independent solutions. One gardener used horn chips as an organic fertilizer for his bed which worked well. The gardeners also started to produce their own compost to enrich their soil. Nevertheless, it is not as fertile as the one they received from the farm, at least not at the moment. The amount of self-produced compost is also not sufficient for the whole garden, but can be seen as one part of the solution in the future.

They received external help with the problem from the “Anstiftung&Ertomis” foundation which provided them with money for the first soil and other community garden initiatives which gave them the information on where to get soil. The farm that provided them with additional compost is another external stakeholder that helped them with the problem.

The gardeners perceive the problem as not being solved as they are still waiting for the next delivery of good quality soil. Nevertheless, they have found ways of improving the soil quality.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden interviewees did not mention “soil” as being one of their main problems, but like the Public Park Garden initiative they are working entirely with raised beds. In the beginning they bought their soil after properly informing themselves about the quality

---

1 For more info on “Anstiftung & Ertomis”: http://anstiftung.de/die-stiftung; last visited: 15.06.2016
and prices. The money was provided by the shareholders who started the project and had invested into the initiative. Thus, they did not let it turn into a problem by properly informing themselves and investing money in good quality soil. Currently, they are also producing compost to enrich their soil and sell it to earn money (see solutions “finances”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions “Soil”</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal contribution to solution</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Communicate the problem in the group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- individual gardener added clay to enhance soil quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- communally organized manure after communicating the problem in plenums</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- use of raised beds helps avoiding contamination of soil by garbage and dogs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- bought 3 tons of soil</td>
<td></td>
<td>- money was provided by shareholders who started the initiative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- work with raised beds as they cannot work in the ground which helps avoiding contamination of soil by garbage and dogs</td>
<td></td>
<td>- invested time on the search for good quality soil and bought the right amounts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- gardeners organized additional compost soil from farm to enrich the soil</td>
<td></td>
<td>- work with raised beds as they cannot work in the ground which helps avoiding contamination of soil by garbage and dogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- individual gardener uses horn chips as organic fertilizer</td>
<td></td>
<td>- produce their own compost to enrich the soil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- group is developing compost to enrich the soil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External contribution to solution</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- farmer provided them with horse manure</td>
<td></td>
<td>- received money from “Anstiftung&amp;Erteoll” foundation to buy the first soil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- other gardens provided information on where to get soil</td>
<td></td>
<td>- other gardens provided information on where to get soil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- farm provided them with compost soil</td>
<td></td>
<td>- no specific help from externals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem is perceived as being solved by continuously improving the soil</strong></td>
<td><strong>Problem has not yet been entirely solved</strong></td>
<td><strong>Problem has been solved</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.5 Problem “Water”

The problem “water” is defined by the difficulty of getting access to a sustainable water source.

Summary problem “water”

“Water” is currently perceived as a problem by the Neighborhood Garden and Public Park Garden initiatives only. The Neighborhood Garden initiative has a water problem due to a lack of communication with the property owner as they are afraid to be charged for it eventually. This results in an increased effort of organizing water. The Public Park Garden is affected due to a misuse of water, acts of vandalism affecting their capability of storing water and an increased effort of managing water in times of hot and dry weather according to the consumption.

Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden has a water connection on site, but it is turned off during winter by the district office. Unfortunately it usually does not turn it back on until June the next year. Hence, during spring time the gardeners have to organize their water elsewhere. This is very labor and time intensive and affects their motivation negatively. The contract states that they have to pay for their water, but so far the group was never asked to actually pay for it. Thus, they try not to engage with the district office too much concerning the water supply and also do not ask them to turn it on earlier as they are afraid of having to pay for the water once the district office realizes that they have not paid for it yet.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden has experienced even more problems with their water supply than the Neighborhood Garden initiative. In the beginning they received their water from a nearby water point. They used it illegally for around 1,5 years until “Grün Berlin” organized another water point for them in 2015. They now have to pay for it every year. Unfortunately, their water tanks were cut open which led to a loss of water (see problem “safety: (B) vandalism”), but they solved this part of the problem soon after the incident (see solutions “water” and “safety: (B)
Another reason for the problem are participants and children who do not watch their consumption and waste water. This affects the whole garden financially and increases the pressure on the board to save money for water each year (see problem “finances”). Now that they have to get water from a distant water point it is also a question of organizing people to manage it which is time-consuming. During hot summers the supply was not always adjusted to the water consumption. Thus, gardeners who could not wait much longer had to organize their water elsewhere which frustrated them. As they have to pay for water now they try to save as much as possible and do not water every part of their garden anymore. As a result their designed bee pasture dried out during hot seasons which affects the local biodiversity negatively.

Social Enterprise Garden

The analysis of the Social Enterprise Garden showed that water is not perceived as a problem by the initiative at the moment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem “Water”</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Water connection available but is regulated by district office</td>
<td>- Vandalism led to a damage of water tanks</td>
<td>- Is not perceived as a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Water is turned on too late during the year</td>
<td>- Water is wasted by participants and visitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fear of having to pay for water keeps the gardeners from communicating with district office</td>
<td>- Water supply is not always adjusted to consumption which frustrates gardeners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Results in more effort of water supply during time of missing on-site water connection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6: Problem "water"*
5.3.6 Solutions “Water”

*What kind of solutions did the initiatives come up with to overcome the problem “water”?*

**Summary Solutions “Water”**

“Water” is a problem that has mainly been solved by all initiatives with the help of government institutions and investment into their infrastructure. Except for the Social Enterprise Garden which was able to solve the problem by installing a permanent water connection directly on their property, the gardeners still have to invest time and organize their water supply, but this is not perceived as being problematic. Times of water shortage do occur, but the individual gardeners use nearby water pumps to water their individual beds in those cases. This is not a perfect situation, but works for them at the moment.

**Neighborhood Garden**

During the time when their on-site water point is not turned on they organize water from a nearby water pump. In order to ease the transport some gardeners provide the group with their cargo bicycle. The gardeners are not entirely satisfied with the situation as the management of water from a water pump is time-intensive, but they have adjusted to it and do not want to risk running expenses by asking the district office for a longer time of water availability on site.

**Public Park Garden**

During the first two seasons the Public Park Garden installed water tanks that were filled up by “Grün Berlin”, a state owned company taking care of green spaces in Berlin, with water from a nearby water point. The board had actively approached “Grün Berlin” to ask for help with the water. At that time the water was used without paying for it. As external people cut open the water tanks they had to come up with a solution to protect them from being damaged (see problem “safety: (B) vandalism). Hence, they built wooden boxes around their water tanks. Those were also equipped with a mechanism that would make it harder for externals to access the water and waste it for other uses.
In 2015 “Grün Berlin” organized another water point for the group. Since then the group has to fill up their water tanks on its own and needs to pay for it as well. From that moment on the board organized the water management. They inform the gardeners in their weekly newsletters and try to get gardeners involved to participate and help with the water management. One gardener who took over the responsibility for the water supply is extremely important as he is organizing the water together with other volunteers two to four times a month. Thus, communication and organization is important for solving the problem “water”. Nevertheless, the refill of the water is not always adjusted to the water consumption. In this case the individual gardeners get water from a nearby water pump. In order to prevent this they installed another water tank in 2015 to meet the weekly demand which also reduces the organizational effort as they will not have to refill their tanks that often anymore. The board is also trying to appeal to the gardeners to not waste water and only use it when necessary.

“Grün Berlin” was the only external stakeholder who helped them with their problem “water”. They were extremely important as they supplied the garden with water until mid 2014 and also organized the current water point for the initiative.

Other theoretical solutions to the initiative’s water supply could be rain water harvesting systems as suggested by one interviewee. This however, would not work in dry summers, but they will try it in the near future as an addition to their current solution. Another proposed possibility to minimize the misuse of water could be the application of locks to the water tanks. That way people from outside the garden cannot access the water. This has already been discussed in the group, but they could not yet get to an agreement of whether to install it or not.

Despite the organizational effort and some minor incidents of water wastage the problem is perceived as being solved by the gardeners. The group has come to an official agreement of where to get their water and organizes it within the group. The only development that can be seen negatively is the additional financial burden and organizational effort associated with the solution.
Social Enterprise Garden

On the current space, the Social Enterprise Garden received their water from a fireplug until a permanent water connection was installed in May 2015. The installation of a permanent water connection cost some money, but they got funding for it. Since then they have not had problems with it so far. Thus, the water provision has been solved by investing money into their infrastructure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions “Water”</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal contribution to solution</td>
<td>- During times of no water connection on-site they organize water from a nearby water pump</td>
<td>- Pay for water now</td>
<td>- Paid money for permanent water connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Situation is not perfect but they have adjusted to the situation</td>
<td>- Manage water supply communally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Invested in more water tanks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External contribution to solution</td>
<td>- District office provides on-site water connection during summer</td>
<td>- “Grün Berlin” filled up water for 1,5 years and then organized current water point for the group</td>
<td>- Received funding for water connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem is solved, but the situation could improve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem is perceived as being solved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem has been solved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Solutions "water"
5.3.7 Problem “Safety”

*Problem “safety” describes difficulties with actions performed by persons not being part of the garden that have a negative impact on the horticultural activities and the infrastructure of the initiative.*

The analysis revealed that the gardens are faced with certain actions performed by other users of their space that negatively affect the safety of the garden’s plants and infrastructure. Four of those negative actions have been identified forming the “space” problem and will be described further:

- (A) theft
- (B) vandalism
- (C) dogs
- (D) garbage

Instead of presenting a solution table for each sub-problem a comprising table of all four “safety” problems can be analyzed at the end of chapter 5.2.4.2.

**Problem “space: (A) theft”**

*The problem “space: (A) theft” describes difficulties with belongings being stolen.*

**Summary problem “safety: (A) theft”**

The two affected initiatives have mainly experienced materials, plants and parts of their harvest being stolen which affects the motivation of their participants negatively.

**Neighborhood Garden**

One interviewee declared “theft” as being one of the initiative’s main problems. Parts of their harvest, trees and materials have been stolen throughout their history. The problem affects them financially as they have to buy new material (see problem “finances”). It is also frustrating for them because they do not have the material available to be used in the garden anymore. This
makes the gardening activities harder. The frustration also led people to be less active in gardening activities and some have left the initiative because of it (see problem “participation”). Therefore, the problem affects their finances and participation.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden initiative also experienced materials, plants and parts of their harvest being stolen. Especially the last two frustrate them because of the time and work they have invested into their plants rather than the financial loss. Some participants already considered dropping out of the initiative because of it.

Social Enterprise Garden

The participants of the Social Enterprise Garden also experienced materials getting stolen, however, so far it has been minor incidents. They do not feel urged to consider options of preventing it. Thus, it is not seen as a problem yet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Material, plants, harvest and locks got stolen</td>
<td>- Material, plants and harvest got stolen</td>
<td>- Only minor things get stolen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Demotivates the participants</td>
<td>- Demotivates the participants</td>
<td>- Not perceived as a problem yet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Problem “safety: (A) theft”
Solutions “space: (A) theft”

What kind of strategies have been found to deal with the problem of belongings getting stolen?

Summary solutions “space: (A) theft”

“Theft” has been experienced by all three initiatives. However, only the Neighborhood Garden and the Public Park Garden initiative saw a necessity of coming up with strategies to avoid the problem because it was affecting them that much. They have tried to work on the problem with individual internal solutions, mainly by improving their infrastructure and communicating with potential perpetrators. So far they have not been successful as to solving the problem completely. However, they also do not expect it to ever be solved completely as long as the space is open to the public at all times and the legal regulations permit the erection of a fence. They have not received external help yet. However, the situation is improving for the Public Park Garden, but worsening for the Neighborhood Garden initiative, despite similar ways of approaching the problem. The Social Enterprise Garden is not affected in a way that they feel the urge to implement further preventative measures at the moment as their solution of opening hours and erecting a fence has been proven successful already.

Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden initiative reacted to the problem “theft” by installing locks on their tool shed. Unfortunately those locks were also stolen. Thus, their solution approach did not work. They recognize the problem and talk about it during their meetings, but have not found a solution yet. The core group is suspicious concerning the other groups that are also working on the area. The locks have not been broken. They were removed while being open. Thus, one interviewee assumed that other gardeners might have stolen the locks and other material, but was not sure if that is true.

The core group has some theoretical solutions that they will try in the near future. One is to store the tools and materials elsewhere. Another idea is to get more people involved that can look after the space and therefore also their belongings. Unfortunately they are experiencing a membership decline at the moment (see problem “participation”). Another theoretical solution could be a fence so that only gardeners can access the property. However, this is not permitted
as they are working on a public green space that has to be accessible for everybody. A fence would also not be a solution if it turns out to be true that their own gardeners steal the materials as assumed by one interviewee. Another suggested approach that they are considering is to actively involve the district office to come up with a solution together. So far no external stakeholder has actively helped them with the problem.

The initiative tried to improve their infrastructure by locking up their belongings, but it has not been proven successful. Therefore, the problem is considered as not being solved yet and the group is looking for other ways of securing their belongings. Actually, the situation is even getting worse as more acts of theft have been reported.

Public Park Garden

The participants of the Public Park Garden came up with the idea of building furniture which would be hard to steal. Thus, they built big and heavy benches and screwed and chained them onto each other and their raised beds. They also built sheds that are secured with combination locks. Additionally, they can use a close-by area which is secured with a fence where they store their most valuable belongings. This has been working fairly well. There have been no measures of how to protect their harvest from being stolen though. However, they communicate with potential perpetrators and try to convey the importance of their project. Nevertheless, they just expect it to happen as they are situated on an open green space that everyone has access to and they cannot protect their garden at all times.

A theoretical solution suggested by some interviewees could be a fence that would make it harder to enter the garden once the gardeners are gone. However, the legal regulations concerning the property do not allow it (see problem “space”) and some gardeners are also not in favour of building a fence as the charm of the garden would be lost by. They do think about putting up more information boards and improve the visibility of their garden. According to the interviewees this could help to show the importance of the area. One possible solution stated by one interviewee could also be to employ security services who would look after the park, including the garden. Nevertheless, this option is not seen as being very realistic, due to the costs. The interviewee hopes that the current construction of some apartments northwest of the park will add some lighting during the night. This will make the garden less hidden and might
help with the problem.

The group is profiting from the availability of an enclosed area where they can keep their most valuable belongings. They also improved their infrastructure by building locked up sheds and screwing their furniture onto the raised beds. Although the problem could not entirely be solved at the moment, they see a change for the better.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden is only slightly affected by the problem “space: (A) theft”, but it does not affect them that badly. They have opening hours during which their space is watched by their participants. During their time of absence a high fence is successfully protecting their property from potential perpetrators.

Problem “safety: (B) vandalism”

*Problem “safety: (B) vandalism” describes difficulties resulting from people destroying the initiative’s belongings.*

Summary problem “safety: (B) vandalism”

“Vandalism” is another problem mainly experienced by the Neighborhood Garden and Public Park Garden initiative. Their belongings are destroyed which frustrates the gardeners and leads to some participants being less active or leaving the initiative.

Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden initiative experienced some cases of new people who see themselves as being part of the garden group, but do not work together with the other participants. According to the interviewees some are mentally challenged (see problem “participants”) and develop ideas of how to change the space. Sometimes those actions are in contrast to the arrangements that the initiative made with the district office. One being that they are not allowed
to alter the appearance of the hills on the area as they are part of the overall architectural concept of the place. Nevertheless, one “difficult participant” started to demolish one of the hills. This can be seen as a form of vandalism. Other forms of vandalism performed by other users of the space were the damage of their tool shed, people urinating throughout the property, plants being destroyed and their nicely arranged graffitis were sprayed over. All those actions make the property look less appealing and frustrate the gardeners. It discourages some participants from continuing to grow vegetables. “Vandalism” is another reason some participants are no longer active in the initiative. Therefore, the problem mainly affects the participation (see problem “participation”).

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden has experienced even worse cases of vandalism than the Neighborhood Garden initiative. Broken material and furniture and the damage of their water tanks affected them heavily. The water tanks had been cut open and could no longer hold the water (see problem “water”). Therefore, they had problems watering their plants for a certain amount of time. Their self-made furniture had been burned and the door of one of their sheds been damaged several times. This affected the social life in the garden as seating facilities got scarce and groups could no longer sit together for workshops. Thus, they had to rebuild it again. This was time consuming as they had to organize and buy new material and rebuild it. The door was not replaced after several incidents and the shed can therefore not be used anymore, which has a negative influence on the gardener’s motivation. Thus, those actions affect their finances and their motivation (see problem “finances” and “participation”).

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden has not experienced any form of vandalism on the current space. However, on the former one people had thrown plants and pots off the roof. Nevertheless, those were minor incidents and did not affect them very much.
Table 9: Problem “safety: (B) vandalism”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Plants, shed and material gets damaged</td>
<td>- Material and furniture is burnt and damaged</td>
<td>- Minor incidents on former space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Demotivates the participants</td>
<td>- Demotivates the participants</td>
<td>- No cases of vandalism on the current space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Does not affect them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solutions “safety: (B) vandalism”
What kind of strategies did the community gardens develop to deal with the problem of belongings being damaged?

Summary solutions “safety: (B) vandalism”

Both initiatives that are affected by the problem “vandalism” try to come up with internal solutions which rather focus on repairing broken things and through communication with potential violators. However, this does not prevent vandalism. A fence is seen as the only constructive solution by the interviewees of the two affected gardens. Nevertheless, due to the legal regulations concerning the property they are working on, this is not an option. No external stakeholders have helped them finding a solution to the problem yet. There are possibilities of involving external partners, but the gardeners of the Neighborhood Garden are still waiting for a reaction from the district office. However, the situation is improving for the Public Park Garden, but worsening for the Neighborhood Garden initiative, despite similar ways of approaching the problem. The Social Enterprise Garden has been successful in preventing acts of vandalism by erecting a fence and watching the property during their opening hours.

Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden initiative does not really see a way of preventing vandalism at the moment. They think that only a fence could help, but are bound to the contract that keeps them from building one (see problem “space”). At the moment they only talk about the problem during their meetings and repair the broken tools and materials if possible. They do consider
similar ways of working on the problem like they do with the problem “theft”. This includes finding other places to store their materials during their time of absence. However, this does not help them preventing vandalism affecting their plants. They might see a possibility if there were more people involved to look after the space. They have also discussed the possibility of putting up signs to inform people about the garden in order to raise awareness for their project. However, the long-term members do not believe that it would help.

The gardeners have already tried to contact the district office several times to ask them for help as the broken infrastructure officially belongs to it. However, the district office had not replied. One interviewee assumed that administrative institutions are currently overburdened and cannot deal with it. However, some gardeners attended an official meeting in early 2016 and got in contact with employees of the district office and talked about their problems. Thus, the group has not come up with a solution yet, but consider some options which they have not performed so far. They did not receive any help from external stakeholders yet, but the group is trying to involve the district office as a potential source for solutions. Currently, they experience a worsening of the problem.

Public Park Garden

Compared to the Neighborhood Garden gardeners, the Public Park Garden members are a bit more active when it comes to preventing vandalism in their garden. They built wooden boxes around their water tanks to protect them from being cut open (see solutions “water”). Those boxes also serve as storage room. As well as the Neighborhood Garden initiative, they repair broken materials themselves. Due to continuous vandalism concerning some parts of the garden they also stopped repairing it. It was just too frustrating and not worth the effort. There are some people in the team who are motivated to repeatedly repair things. This is important to not let the whole group give in to frustration about the violating acts. They also put up information material to let people know about the garden. They hope that this will show the worth of the initiative and keep people from damaging their belongings. The gardeners also directly approach groups who are using the garden area for parties and other recreational activities to prevent them from destroying things.
Theoretical solutions to the problem match with the ones for solving the problem “theft”. They could create more visibility of the garden’s size, distinguishing between the garden and the rest of the park. However, this is only an option once they sign a contract that ensures their future on the property. Otherwise it is not worth the effort as perceived by the interviewees. According to one of them a security service could be helpful, but is not seen realistic at the moment due to financial reasons. The interviewee could also see lighting helping with the problem.

They have not asked for external help yet and try to solve the problem on their own. Thus, their way of approaching the problem is to communicate directly with potential violators and by putting up signs as an indirect way of communication. Although the problem could not entirely be solved at the moment, they see a change for the better.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden did not experience forms of vandalism once they moved to the current space and erected a fence. This prevents those acts during their times of absence. During their opening hours the property is continuously watched by their participants which prevents people from vandalizing their belongings.

Problem “safety: (C) dogs”

*Problem “safety: (C) dogs” describes difficulties with dogs and their owners.*

Summary problem “safety: (C) dogs”

Dogs were mentioned as a problem by interviewees of the Neighborhood Garden and Public Park Garden initiative. The main concern is the dog’s feces which is not taken care of by the dog owners and pollutes the garden. Furthermore, the dogs dig up the beds and thereby destroy the plants growing in them. This affects the motivation of the gardeners negatively.
Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden gardeners perceive dogs as a problem because the dogs dig up, defecate and urinate in their vegetable beds. Those actions harm the plants. The problem rather lies with the dog owners who do not clean up after their pets. They also do not watch after them carefully to prevent them from digging up the beds. Additionally, there have also been cases during which neighbors used their dogs to threaten or at least scare the gardeners, as they were not in favor of the gardening activities. Unfortunately for the initiative, the space is used by a lot of dog owners. It had already been used by them before the initiative started here in 2010.

The interviewees mentioned that due to ongoing construction on former brownfields and the change of regulations concerning other areas in the neighborhood (dogs are not allowed there anymore) the pressure by dogs on their space has increased. As the gardeners try to keep their garden area clean, in contrast to the other half of the 2500m² space, the garden area is also more attractive for dogs and their owners to be used. The problem also lies within the structure of the garden. Most of their beds are prepared directly in the ground and lack visual barriers between them and the rest of the green area. This makes it hard for people (and dogs) to distinguish the beds among the wild plants.

The problem resulted in gardeners changing from growing edible plants to ornamental ones because they are afraid of a contamination of their plants. It is also seen as being less work to take care of flowers than of vegetables. Others are scared by dogs and do not feel comfortable around them. This also led to participants being less active in gardening activities. Others might not join the initiative because dogs are around. Some of the gardeners’ dogs were also attacked by “external” ones. It must be addressed though that the dogs are perceived differently among the gardeners themselves even. Some see dogs as a big problem, others (dog owning gardeners) do not see them as a problem within the garden.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden is also confronted with dogs as the space is publically accessible for everyone. The interviewees mentioned that the dogs are not walked on a leash and the dog owners are not cleaning up after their pets. It is annoying them more than it is affecting them
negatively during their gardening activities and was also not mentioned as being one of their main problems. The interviewees did not mention problems with digged up beds or being afraid of a contamination of their plants.

Social Enterprise Garden

The gardeners of the Social Enterprise Garden never mentioned dogs throughout the interviews. During the observations dogs were present in the garden. However, the raised beds were too high for them to be reached and the owners also seemed to take more care of their dogs while being on the property than was the case at the other gardens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem “safety: (C) dogs”</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Dogs defecate and urinate in the beds and dig them up</td>
<td>- Dog owners do not look and clean up after their pets</td>
<td>- Not perceived as a problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dog owners do not look and clean up after their pets</td>
<td>- Cleaning up of feces frustrates gardeners</td>
<td>- No struggles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Participants are less active or leave the initiative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Problem “safety: (C) dogs”

Solutions “safety: (C) dogs”

What kind of solutions have been found to deal with the problem of dogs in the garden?

Summary solutions “safety: (C) dogs”

The gardens have found a way to keep dogs off their plants by working with raised beds. Additionally the gardeners of the Neighborhood Garden and Public Park Garden initiative try to communicate with the dog owners, but it has only minor effects. As they are bound to the contract they do not see too many possibilities to change the appearance of the space in a way that would help to avoid the problem. The initiatives have not received help from external
stakeholders yet. The situation is not a problem for the Social Enterprise Garden, is improving for the Public Park Garden, but increasing negatively for the Neighborhood Garden initiative.

Neighborhood Garden

The group of the Neighborhood Garden initiative is mostly trying to solve the problem “safety: (C) dogs” by communicating with the dog owners and raise awareness for their garden. They also tried to create natural barriers with bushes, but it has not been very successful. Moreover, working on a solution communally is difficult as not all gardeners perceive dogs as a problem. Currently, they are building more raised beds which are also seen as becoming a physical and visible barrier to the dogs and their owners. The dogs can also not urinate or defecate into them because they are too high. However, they have not talked about this solution with the district office. According to two interviewees their contract states that they are not allowed to change the appearance of the garden. Nevertheless, they continue to work with raised beds until the district office intervenes.

They did have a good working solution on their first site, some years ago. Here they had erected a fence to divide the property into a garden area and a dog area. This is no longer possible as the contract states that they are not allowed to put up a fence. Other theoretical solutions mentioned were putting up informative signs, but long-term members doubt the efficiency of those measures. One interviewee proposed to change the legal regulations concerning the space and officially ban dogs from it. This would solve the problem for her. Another possibility mentioned is to get more people involved who can look after the space more frequently. Unfortunately the initiative is currently struggling with a membership decline (see problem “participation”). Thus, the solution to the problem “safety: (C) dogs” is pending at the moment, but the raised beds are seen as a possible solution to keep the dogs off most of their plants. They have not received help from external stakeholders yet. Generally, the problem “dogs” is increasing. Whether or not the raised beds are a long-lasting solution could not be estimated by the interviewees and gardeners at the time of data collection.
Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden gardeners do try to talk to dog owners about their pets, but they are less affected by the problem than the Neighborhood Garden initiative as they are mainly working with raised beds which prevent dogs from harming most of the garden’s. An effective solution to avoid dogs from defecating in the garden has not been found yet. A fence could help, but the legal regulations of their space do not allow it and the gardeners also do not want to build one as the garden may lose its charm.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden is not affected by the problem “dogs” as dogs cannot reach the plants in their raised beds. Thus, a well-working solution has been found.

Problem “safety: (D) garbage”

*Problem “safety: (D) garbage” describes problems with garbage on the property.*

Summary problem “safety: (D) garbage”

Garbage is perceived differently by the initiatives and is dependent on external factors like the availability of other green areas in the neighborhood and the resulting use pressure and the legal possibilities of protecting the garden area from users who might not act in favor of the initiative. If the garden is enclosed by a fence and overseen by garden members during the opening hours, it does not develop into a problem. The problem affects the motivation of the gardeners negatively and influences the way they are gardening.

Neighborhood Garden

“Garbage” is a problem that the Neighborhood Garden initiative is mainly struggling with. Different groups of people use the area, and many leave their garbage behind, despite available garbage cans. Additionally, the area and especially the hidden spaces covered by bushes are
used by drug addicts to consume their drugs. They leave used needles behind, which is another
form of garbage that the gardeners have to deal with. Furthermore, the property is used as a
shortcut between two streets by many people who then leave their garbage behind. One
interviewee mentioned the so called “broken-window-effect” as a cause of the problem. “And
I think it is a problem, when there is garbage in one place, so the broken-window-effect, even
more [garbage] is added and the area looks more untended”.

The area looks rubbish-thrown and less attractive for possible new gardeners and current
gardeners alike. This affects the participation as potential new members might not be willing to
work in the garden (see problem “participation (B)”). Furthermore the same reason keeps
current gardeners from being active in the garden any longer as they are frustrated from picking
up the garbage.

The gardeners are also afraid that the soil may be contaminated by the garbage. Hence, some
of them stopped cultivating edible plants and turned to growing flowers and other ornamental
plants. Some gardeners even decided not to be active in the garden itself anymore, but to only
support the initiative by organizing events for example. Therefore, the problem affects the way
they garden and the overall participation (see problem “participation”).

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden initiative is also experiencing problems with garbage. Especially
during the summer, the park and the garden with its seating facilities attract many people. Not
all of them clean up after themselves. Thus, the gardeners have to take care of it which is
frustrating. They have to spend time on collecting garbage instead of working on their beds.

Social Enterprise Garden

The interviewees of the Social Enterprise Garden initiative barely mentioned garbage. Only one
interviewee said that they try to clean up in the garden and the surrounding sidewalks to leave
a good impression on visitors. It is just another task, but not a problem to them because it does
not affect the space they are working on, but only the surrounding area.
Problem “safety: (D) garbage”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Other users of the space leave garbage behind</td>
<td>- Other users of the space leave garbage behind</td>
<td>- Not perceived as a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Frustration among the gardeners</td>
<td>- Frustration among the gardeners</td>
<td>- Cleaning up days in the district as one way to improve their reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Participants are less active or leave the initiative</td>
<td></td>
<td>- No struggles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table II: Problem “safety: (D) garbage”*

Solutions “safety: (D) garbage”

*What kind of solutions have been found to deal with the problem of garbage being left behind in the garden?*

Summary solution “safety: (D) garbage”

The “garbage” problem could not be entirely solved by the Neighborhood Garden and Public Park Garden initiatives. As part of the problem-solving process they try to communicate with the polluters, improve the infrastructure by putting up garbage bags, work with raised beds, and organize regular clean-up days. They have received only minor to no help from external stakeholders. The problem is increasing for the Neighborhood Garden initiative and changing for the better for the Public Park Garden initiative. The Social Enterprise Garden is barely concerned with garbage and clean up their area every day which prevents garbage from turning into a problem. During their time of absence their space is protected by a fence.

Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden group is frequently working on the problem by cleaning up the area as part of their gardening work, but have difficulties finding ways to avoid new garbage. As the space is used by a lot of different people and groups, they do not have an overview of who is actually causing the garbage problem. In order to take care of the drug waste and to offer more opportunities for people to dispose their garbage they installed additional buckets on the property. They also had organized a gripper for a better and safer handling of the waste, which
is especially important when handling used needles, but it got stolen. Thus, the “safety: (A) theft” problem is influencing the solution to the “safety: (D) garbage” problem as they cannot use the tool anymore (see problem “safety: (A) theft”).

As no group member owns a car they have difficulties taking care of the bulky waste. Thus, as said by the interviewees, a car could help with the removal of the garbage as one part of the solution. In an attempt to tackle several problems at once, the group started to work with raised beds (see also solution “soil” and “safety: (C) dogs”). This helps avoiding garbage pieces from flying into their beds and possibly contaminating it. Other theoretical solutions stated were to actively approach the people throwing out the garbage. Unfortunately, their group is too small to always be present in the garden and the gardeners do not communicate well with each other which could help working on the problem (see problems “participation” and “communication”). It is also time-intensive and frustrating with a rather small number of participants. Thus, information boards about the garden are seen as a potential solution to raise awareness for their project.

The green areas department is an external partner who is taking care of the garbage during winter times, which helps with the problem. During one interview the possibility of working closer together with the green areas department and the district office had been discussed as a way of dealing with the problem. A couple of weeks after the interview the gardeners actually took part in a meeting with neighboring initiatives and the district office and addressed their problem. They are now hoping that they will receive some help as the garden group cannot handle the problem alone.

Hence, a satisfying solution to the problem “safety: (D) garbage” has not yet been found by the initiative, but they are working on it. The group is organizing garbage collection days as one part of the solution. However, they have not come up with a solution to avoid people from leaving their garbage on the property. Due to legal regulations concerning the property, they are not allowed to put up a fence (see problem “space”). According to the interviewees this would help them with the problem. Their small participant number as well as a lack of communication among the gardeners is hindering them to tackle the problem on a regular basis. Despite their efforts two interviewees perceive the problem as getting worse.
Public Park Garden

The gardeners of the Public Park Garden initiative are constantly approaching people who use the garden for recreational reasons and ask them to take care of their own garbage. They have also put garbage bags close to the seating areas that are used the most by external visitors. Additionally, they put up information material in the garden and a wall chart to let people know about the garden. Despite those attempts of working on a solution for the problem the interviewees stated that it is a problem that they cannot entirely solve. They are not allowed to build a fence (see problem “space”) and would also not be willing to do so as the character of the garden would be altered. Due to the height, their raised beds already avoid most of the garbage from landing in the beds and does not affect their gardening activities.

A theoretical solution had been mentioned by one interviewee. They are thinking about making the outline of the garden more visible by planting low growing hedges or install other means that will make it more obvious that people enter an area that is worked on by other people. However, as long as the future development of the space has not been decided upon by the senate, this is not an option as they might have to start their project on a slightly different space of the new developing part of the park (see problem “space”) and the effort would have been to no avail.

There have been no external stakeholders involved in finding a solution to the problem. The initiatives attempts of solving the problem by improving the infrastructure (more garbage bags for example) and constant communication with the polluters have had some effects. However, just like the Neighborhood Garden gardeners, they know that this problem will persist as they are working on a public green space. The only solution to totally prevent it would be a fence which they are not allowed and willing to erect as it would negatively influence the charm of their garden. Nevertheless, the problem is perceived as changing for the better. It does not affect them as negatively as the Neighborhood Garden garden. One reason mentioned by the interviewees was the increasing acceptance towards their initiative. According to the interviewees, neighbors and other people get used to the project and value it as a beautiful place that should be taken care of.
Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden space is surrounded by a fence which avoids people leaving garbage behind during the gardener’s time of absence. As part of their daily routine they clean up the garden and surrounding area in order to leave a good impression on the visitors. Thereby, they prevent garbage from turning into a problem.

Overview solutions “safety” problems

The Social Enterprise Garden is successfully avoiding the “space” problems by working with opening hours, raised beds and the erection of a fence. During the opening hours the property is watched by the gardeners which prevents destructive actions described in this section. During their time of absence a high fence and a gate is preventing anyone from entering the property. Their raised beds prevent dogs from destroying their plants. The other gardens are situated on a public green space which prevents them from erecting a fence. Therefore they had to come up with different strategies of dealing with the problems. It has shown that their strategies are mainly identical as they are communicating with potential perpetrators, improve their infrastructure and work with raised beds to avoid any destructive actions. However, the situation is improving for the Public Park Garden and worsening for the Neighborhood Garden garden. The Neighborhood Garden gardeners had stated that the problems are increasing due to the ongoing construction of houses on former brownfields in the neighborhood. These areas had previously been used by people for recreational reasons. Now that they are no longer available, it is putting pressure on the remaining green areas in the district, including their garden space which increases the problem. Furthermore, a close-by park has recently been closed for dogs to be used. Thus, their owners are now using the Neighborhood Garden space as well. The neighborhood of the Public Park Garden on the other hand experienced an increase in open green spaces as former brownfields have been opened up to the public in 2012. Therefore, the neighborhood experienced an increase in recreational area. Furthermore, the Public Park Garden is part of a much bigger park and not just an “oasis between concrete” as stated by one of the Neighborhood Garden interviewees.
### Table 12: Solutions “safety” problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(A) Theft</th>
<th>(B) Vandalism</th>
<th>(C) Dogs</th>
<th>(D) Garbage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Garden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution individual</td>
<td>- secured shed with locks but those were also stolen</td>
<td>- repair broken things</td>
<td>- had a fence on the first space</td>
<td>- installed additional garbage cans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- work with raised beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution affecting</td>
<td>- communication with potential perpetrators</td>
<td>- communicated their problems with the district office and hope for their support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External contribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Green areas department cleans up once a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solved?</td>
<td>Problem not solved and situation is worsening</td>
<td>Problem not solved and situation is worsening</td>
<td>Problem not solved and situation is worsening</td>
<td>Problem not solved and situation is worsening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Park Garden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution individual</td>
<td>- improvement of infrastructure</td>
<td>- improvement of infrastructure helps repair things</td>
<td>- work with raised beds</td>
<td>- installed additional garbage bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problem</td>
<td>- built sheds secured with a lock</td>
<td>- store most valuable possessions at a close-by fenced-in area</td>
<td></td>
<td>- work with raised beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution affecting</td>
<td>- communication with potential perpetrators</td>
<td>- information boards inform about the importance of the garden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External contribution</td>
<td>- Green areas department provided fenced-in area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solved?</td>
<td>Problem not solved, but situation is improving</td>
<td>Problem not solved, but situation is improving</td>
<td>Problem not solved, but situation is improving</td>
<td>Problem not solved, but situation is improving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Enterprise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution individual</td>
<td>- have opening hours → garden is watched by participants during that time</td>
<td>- have a fence to protect their space during time of absence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution affecting</td>
<td>- have opening hours → garden is watched by participants during that time</td>
<td>- have a fence to protect their space during time of absence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External contribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solved?</td>
<td>Problem does not exist</td>
<td>Problem does not exist</td>
<td>Problem does not exist</td>
<td>Problem does not exist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 Organizational problems & their solutions

“Organizational problems” are defined as problems threatening the performance of the group as an initiative.

5.4.1 Problem “Participation”

The problem “participation” describes difficulties with the acquisition of new members and the struggles of keeping them in the initiative.

For a better understanding of the “participation” problem it was further subdivided into two categories. The first one “(A) getting people to participate in the initiative” describes the struggles of convincing potential new participants to engage in their organized activities and becoming part of the group. The second one “(B) keeping participants in the initiative” is referring to the difficulties of keeping participants from leaving the initiative.

Problem “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”

Summary Problem “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”

The three gardens are facing different difficulties referring to the problem of convincing people to join their initiative and events. The Neighborhood Garden is currently struggling with the results of their “safety” problem which keeps many people from joining the initiative. The Public Park Garden never struggled to get people interested in their initiative and therefore do not perceive it as a problem. The Social Enterprise Garden on the other hand is very much concerned with part (A) of the “participation” problem as they have set themselves the goal of organizing many events as a way of strengthening the neighborhood. Unfortunately, they do not reach all of their target groups yet and struggle to get enough people to join and help them with their projects on a regular basis.
Neighborhood Garden

The problems “safety” and “soil” lead to an unappealing garden which keeps people from joining the initiative. According to one interviewee families with children especially are not well represented in the group as the space is rubbish-threwn and drug addicts leave their used needles behind (see problem “safety: (D) garbage”). As everything is organized on a voluntary basis and they do not have the financial means to pay for the garden or organizational work, they have to try to be attractive and interesting for possible new participants as well as for the current gardeners in other ways. The other problems are overwhelming and have to be solved first before they can be attractive to new gardeners. The difficulty is that they may be able to solve those other problems better and faster if they had more participants in the core group to work on them communally. However, they also do not promote the initiative actively at the moment, besides updating their website and being active in the garden.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden is currently not faced with a lack of interest in their garden. Throughout their history they experienced a constant growth of participants. Actually, people who are applying for one of their hundred raised beds outnumber the people leaving the initiative. Thus, they have a waiting list and give a free raised bed to the first one on the list. Nevertheless, they are not planning to extent the amount of raised beds at the moment as they are comfortable with managing the current number of participants and might be overwhelmed by the organization of a much bigger initiative. Their workshops are usually attended by a variety of people. However, they do not always reach their target groups with them.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden is especially striking as three out of four interviewees directly or indirectly mentioned it as being one of their main problems. The more activities the initiative is organizing on a regular basis, the more they are dependent on active participants to manage those events. Thus, if certain positions cannot be filled the initiative is not capable of realizing all its intended projects. During the first two years, the initiative received a lot of support from
different people because the tasks were clear and the project was still easily manageable. After becoming larger, more people were needed, but at the same time, the project was not that new and interesting anymore and less people actually volunteered. It is getting harder to inspire people to join now. Sometimes they have too many tasks and not enough people. As a result of it some participants are overworked.

The Social Enterprise Garden is offering even more events and possibilities for people to take part in their initiative than the other two gardens. Their main goal is to be active within the district itself and strengthening it by bringing people together. Therefore they aim at including different kinds of people and initiatives and try to convince them to participate in their activities and jointly organize events with them. This can be a problem for several reasons. Other initiatives do not have time to come by with their people or have another focus and working together with the Social Enterprise Garden is not their main priority. The Social Enterprise Garden on the other hand does not have enough time and participants to actively involve other initiatives regularly (see problem “management”).

Furthermore, the Social Enterprise Garden group is too homogenous in terms of social and cultural background and does not reach all of its target groups. Thus, they have difficulties getting in contact with all social and cultural groups in the neighborhood which leads to homogenous groups of visitors and participants during their events. Especially people with migration backgrounds are underrepresented. The communication problem also affects the relationship with other institutions. Sometimes the other institutions do not communicate well enough, sometimes the Social Enterprise Garden does not (see problem “communication”). According to the interviewees, external people also do not participate or are hesitant because they still have to get used to the project. One interviewee mentioned that the initiative’s bottom-up approach of using a public space communally and creating something that has not been planned by an official institute, for example, is new to some residents. Furthermore, the initiative is also criticized for making money on public land. According to the interviewee this criticism keeps people from participating in the initiative and/or its events.
Problem “participation: (B) keeping participants in the initiative”

Summary problem “participation: (B) keeping participants in the initiative”

All three gardens experience the situation that participants are dropping out of the initiative. The Neighborhood Garden lost a lot of old members due to their eviction from two former spaces as not all participants were willing to start over new on yet another space. The problem “safety” is also frustrating a lot of gardeners who are considering to leave the garden or have left already. The Public Park Garden is not really concerned with that part of the problem, but there are people who leave the initiative because of time restraints. A crisis also led to participants dropping out, which still affects them as some knowledgeable gardeners are missing now (see problem “Difficult participants”). The Social Enterprise Garden is affected by the problem of participants leaving the initiative mainly because of overwork and too much stress.

Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden is currently experiencing a decline in their participant numbers as mentioned by one interviewee. The causes for the problem are manifold, but are mainly a result of the negative results of the problems “safety” and “space”. The eviction from the first space, the move to the interim space and to the current space led to a decline in participants as not all gardeners were willing to start over on a new space which is less suitable for gardening activities than the original one (see problem “space”). The “safety” problems are also causing people to leave the initiative at the moment. There have also been cases of elderly participants (retirees) passing away which was a great loss because of their life-long gardening knowledge.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden is not concerned with a decline of their participant number as there are more people interested in joining their initiative than leaving it (see problem “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”). However, participants do leave the initiative. The interviewees said that some people move to other places or have false expectations about
the time required to be active in the garden. They are just not capable of taking care of their bed or being active in the organizational part of the initiative in addition to their regular job or having a family. Other problems like “safety” affect the motivation of some participants negatively who then leave the initiative (see problem “safety”). One time several long-time gardeners left the initiative at once. In 2014 and early 2015 there was a crisis due to the behaviour of participants which divided the initiative (see problem “difficult participants”). Some of their most engaged gardeners left because of it and almost the whole board resigned. Thus, their knowledge and experience is now missing in the initiative which could help solving current and future problems.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden is generally struggling to receive enough help from volunteers to organize all their different events (see problem “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”). As a result participants are stressed and overworked and do not return after their official time of voluntary service which increases the problem. Those participants would be especially helpful as they know the way the initiative works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem “Participation”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Currently experience decline in participant number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fail to convince more people to join mainly because of “safety” problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less people leads to a decreased working force to work on other problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Problem “participation”
5.4.2 Solutions “Participation”

Solutions “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”

Summary solutions “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”

The importance of active engagement of the three gardens to reach out to potential new participants is different among them. The Neighborhood Garden gardeners are not actively promoting their initiative at the moment, but do receive new members by showing presence in the garden and by updating their website regularly. Although the Public Park Garden is currently not concerned with a lack of interest in their initiative they are much more active in promoting their initiative than the Neighborhood Garden initiative. They do so by handing out flyers, using social media and their website and by offering workshops on varying topics. They have also received help from external stakeholders which promoted their initiative and included the garden into their social network. The Social Enterprise Garden is even more concerned with getting people involved in their initiative and activities as they also organize more events than the other two gardens. They generate income and use parts of it to employ people which distinguishes them from the other two initiatives. Furthermore, they are offering a big variety of events to appeal to different social groups in their neighborhood. The Social Enterprise Garden also founded specialized groups to take care of their external communication which is important for their public reputation as this influences the perception of visitors towards the initiative and therefore the likelihood of them becoming new participants.

Neighborhood Garden

The interviewees of the Neighborhood Garden initiative did not mention “participation” as one of their main problems, even though one interviewee stated that they are experiencing a decline in participants at the moment. However, they are not actively trying to involve more people at the moment as could also be observed during one of the visits in the garden (see problem “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”). Nevertheless, it was also observed that new neighbors joined the gardening activities without an active promotion by the gardeners. They had just seen the gardeners on the space and got interested and therefore started to plant something as well. Another interested person on that day had seen their website and
had come by to ask about the conditions of participation in the garden. Thus, although the
garden experiences a decline in participant numbers, the remaining gardeners do not actively
promote the initiative other than being active in the garden and keeping their website up to date
which helps attracting new participants.

Public Park Garden

During the first two years, as the initiative was still growing, the gardeners offered a variety of
workshops which helped to get people interested and involved in the initiative. Currently, the
initiative is not struggling with a low interest of new participants as people are actually waiting
to get a bed. Nevertheless, the gardeners still try to promote their initiative by a continued offer
of workshops. One of their goals is to educate people about the importance of their initiative
and the positive impacts that are related to it. One member who is active in a Berlin university
organized professional meetings with neighbors as one way to reach out to people. The initiative
also uses its website, flyers, and social media to inform people about their initiative and connect
to them. That way people can also inform themselves independently, which, according to the
interviewees, helps to get people interested and involved in their activities. In order to avoid the
situation of people not being able to participate because of their financial situation the garden
also makes exceptions concerning the membership fee, if necessary.

Other gardens as well as employees of the district management helped them with information
and their experience on how to get people involved in the initiative and its activities. “Transition
Town Pankow” helped them to get people involved by using its network and promoting the
initiative. Thereby the Public Park Garden also became part of their network which was
especially important in the beginning of their development. The bigger their network, the more
people they can reach who eventually become a part of their initiative.

Social Enterprise Garden

Involving enough people in their initiative is a big issue for the Social Enterprise Garden. They
are organizing many events and need people to prepare and execute them.
The Social Enterprise Garden initiative is creating an income (see solution “finances”) and can therefore use the money to employ some people to fill certain positions that cannot be staffed with volunteers. This distinguishes them from the other two initiatives which are counting on voluntary involvement only. However, their financial means are insufficient to pay every person involved at the moment. Therefore, they are still dependent on volunteers to help them prepare and execute their different events.

According to one interviewee the initiative generally benefits from the fact that everyone can relate to the topic of food. This makes it easier for them to reach people and get them interested and involved. Time also helps as people get used to the initiative when walking by regularly. According to the interviewees at first some people had reservations regarding the new project in their neighborhood. The interviewee assumed that those people are more willing to participate now that they see the initiative’s progress and will to change the neighborhood for the better.

The professional gardeners (who are actually employed as gardeners) are very important to get new people involved as they are usually the first people who get in contact with visitors. Therefore, they try to be always polite and friendly as a way of representing the initiative as a whole. Furthermore, the initiative tries to improve its public relations activities by being active in cleaning campaigns in the neighborhood. They hope that this will leave a positive impression and will attract more people to participate in their project and convince them to attend their events. They have also founded a group that is only concerned with public relations and another one which is only concerned with the press. Those groups are focusing on the external communication and how they are perceived in the public. The executive secretaries write applications to get funding for new positions and try to reach out to people via email and social media which helps to get people involved.

One of the initiative’s main goals is to improve the life quality of the neighborhood by offering events for different social groups. In order to reach certain social groups they write funding applications for special events and workshops addressing them which then take place in the garden. The Social Enterprise Garden also offers open team meetings every two weeks to give interested people a chance to get to know the initiative better. They also introduced another event that informs interested people about the initiative, the so called “Newcomer-Days”. This is similar to the option of attending organizational meetings, only that the “Newcomer-Days”
are not only intended to inform people about the ongoing development of the Social Enterprise Garden, but also show people how they can get involved. There they hand out questionnaires which are used to gather information on the availability of interested people. However, the group does not always find the time to evaluate all the questionnaires properly afterwards and reacts too late. If they would focus more on the evaluation they may get more support as well.

One interviewee also stated that it could help to reintroduce so called “garden work days” (“Gartenarbeitstage”). Those had been used to gather people for special events in the past. Thus, a workshop-series was introduced in spring 2016 which is focusing on that approach and is addressing people who would like to help with special tasks that the initiative needs support with. The same approach can also help to engage better with neighboring social institutions, like senior homes for example. Here, the social workers do not always have time to come by with their people. More volunteers can now fill those positions on specific dates.

At the beginning of season 2016 they developed new projects and possibilities for people to be active. In addition to other already existing cooperations with neighboring institutions the Social Enterprise Garden is now working together with the “Lebenshilfe”, a social association working with and for people with mental deficiencies and their families (Bundesvereinigung Lebenshilfe für Menschen mit geistiger Behinderung e.V. 2011:5). The association offers parts of their property in the Berlin district of Wedding to be used as a herb garden. People can join and do not have to pay for a bed. Another possibility of being active in the initiative is a new established booster club. People are asked to financially support the initiative, but also to attend organizational meetings and thereby have the chance of actively influencing the initiative’s development.

The initiative’s tenants are required to render so called “tenant hours”, as is stated in their contracts. According to two interviewees this helps the tenants to better identify with the project and so they are more willing to help beyond the required tenant hours and promote the initiative. Then again the promotion helps to get more people interested who potentially like to participate in the initiative.

External stakeholders are also important for helping with the problem. Volunteers promote the project by word-of-mouth advertisement. Other initiatives in the neighborhood help by organizing events with them and the Social Enterprise Garden is becoming part of their
networks which helps promoting the garden and getting more people to participate. The sponsors indirectly help with the problem as they support the events financially which attract potential participants and volunteers. Additionally, the sponsors use their networks to help the initiative and connect them to other initiatives and stakeholders. Several politicians are in favor of the community garden and promote the project by visiting it and the press is regularly covering those visits and the initiative’s development which has an influence on many people’s perception of the garden. Other community gardens give them advice on how they have solved their participation problems. The visitors are multipliers through word-of-mouth advertisement and also help with the problem indirectly by purchasing the initiative's products as the money can then be used to finance another position.

Hence, the Social Enterprise Garden initiative has several strategies to work on the problem “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”. They generate an income and can therefore employ people to help them with their initiative. This is different from the other two initiatives which do not pursue such an economic focus. However, they are still very much dependent on voluntary engagement of other people and try to offer a variety of events and possibilities of getting to know them and becoming an active participant in the garden. Thus, the Social Enterprise Garden is positioning itself more broadly to appeal to a bigger variety of people. The way they present themselves to the public is important for them. The better their reputation, the more likely it is that people are in favor of the project and may be willing to actively participate as a volunteer or just visit one of their events. Therefore, they founded a public relations group to take care of their public reputation and external communication. Furthermore, they are also active in social campaigns in the district and organize events with other neighborhood initiatives. This helps expanding their social network and reach out to more people.

Solutions “participation: (B) keeping participants in the initiative”

Summary solutions “participation: (B) keeping participants in the initiative”

The initiatives developed different strategies of avoiding participants from leaving the project. The Neighborhood Garden gardeners improved their infrastructure by using raised beds and avoided other problems which kept gardeners from leaving the initiative. The Public Park
Garden uses means of management and communication to work on problems that may otherwise be the cause for participant’s frustration and exit. Especially their democratic way of decision-making is important for a lot of gardeners to still be active in the project. The Social Enterprise Garden is working on the problem by evenly distributing the workload and thereby reduce overwork stress among their participants. Additionally, they improved their internal communication and thereby flow of information to avoid frustration in the initiative.

**Neighborhood Garden**

The Neighborhood Garden interviewees did not especially describe how they try to convince participants to remain in the initiative. During the observation in the garden it was only mentioned that one gardener did not leave the initiative because they continue to work with raised beds after a successful implementation in 2015. Thus, raised beds are seen as a way of motivating people to remain active as they are a solution to some other problems (see solutions “soil”, “safety: (C) dogs” and “safety: (D) garbage”) which had frustrated the gardeners in the past.

**Public Park Garden**

Before interested people are joining the Public Park Garden initiative the existing group informs them about the time and work needed to be able to be an active member. Two interviewees IV see this as a preventive measure to obviate false expectations which may lead to participants leaving the initiative later. Additionally, they introduced icebreaker sessions for new participants in order to avoid them from being overwhelmed by too much information and possibly being scared off from current discussions in the group. They also try to improve their overall management and communication (see solutions “management” and “communication”) and try to find solutions to their “safety” problems to avoid frustration among the gardeners which may also lead to their exit. An important aspect of keeping participants motivated and to remain a part of the community garden is the democratic structure of the initiative. Everyone is asked to attend organizational meetings and make use of his/her right of influencing the development of the initiative.
Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden’s main reason for the loss of qualified workers is the amount of work which leads to stress and overwork. In order to reduce stress and avoid overwork they try to distribute the workload evenly among their participants. Therefore, the initiative is separated into working groups, has a clear hierarchy and tries to involve more volunteers and paid employees (see solutions “management” and “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”). During a convention (“Klausurtagung”) in early-2015 they founded an advisory board to support the new executive secretaries. This helped to manage the participants better and lowered the work load on individual people. Over the years, some people in the initiative have worked in different groups within the project and know about them quite well. Thus, those people are a link to different groups which helps with the problem indirectly as they can mediate between the groups and avoid problems among the participants which may otherwise cause them to leave the project. Their different working groups also meet regularly to exchange the latest development. This avoids frustration resulting from a lack of communication (see solutions “communication”) which may otherwise lead to people leaving the initiative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions “Participation”</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal contribution to solution</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Being present in the garden helps getting interested to join</td>
<td>- Promotes itself via their website, workshops and other events</td>
<td>- Pay employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Update their website regularly</td>
<td>- Networks with other initiatives</td>
<td>- Offer a big variety of events to appeal to potential visitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Raised beds as a solution to other problems convinced gardeners to stay active</td>
<td>- Inform new participants about time needed to avoid false expectations</td>
<td>- Founded specialized groups to work on public relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Improve communication and management</td>
<td>- Connect to other neighboring initiatives and become part of their network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Distribute workload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Improve their communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
External contribution to solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>- No help received yet</th>
<th>- District management and other gardens share their experience of how to get people involved</th>
<th>- Volunteers help them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Transition Town Pankow&quot; uses its network to promote the initiative</td>
<td>- People spend their ÖBFD or FÖJ with them</td>
<td>- Sponsors connect them to other initiatives and support them financially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Politicians promote the initiative</td>
<td>- Press promotes initiative’s events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Other community gardens support them with their experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Problem is not actually perceived as a main one, but they currently experience a decline in participants | Problem never really existed for them as they have more interested people than people leaving the initiative | Problem is constantly worked on, sometimes they still struggle with it though |

Table 14: Solutions “participation”

5.4.3 Problem “Difficult participants”

The problem “difficult participants” describes difficulties among the participants and the effect on the initiative if certain goals are not shared by everyone.

Summary problem “difficult participants”

“Difficult participants” is a problem mainly referred to by the Neighborhood Garden and Public Park Garden initiative. People who are mentally ill or just not capable of interacting in social groups become part of the initiative and create tensions in the group. Both groups have experienced negative results which almost led to the division of one of the groups. Therefore, this problem should not be underestimated. The Social Enterprise Garden has not faced problems with “difficult people” so far.
Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden initiative faces the problem that some people start working in the garden who have psychological problems and difficulties to adapt to groups. They usually just focus on themselves and their own goals. Thereby, they change the appearance of parts of the garden in drastic ways. Often this does not work well with what the rest of the group had planned or started to work on. The initiative is open to anyone who wants to work in the garden. They do not have rules of how to become a part in their initiative and their organizational structure is quite loose (see problem “management”). Additionally, the property is accessible for everyone throughout the whole year as the group is not allowed to put up a fence due to legal regulations concerning the space (see problem “space”). However, the problem also occurred on the first space (where they had some kind of fence) and is therefore not a new phenomenon to the group or explicitly bound to the properties of the current space.

One interviewee related to those people as being “difficult participants” because of their rather destructive actions and the inability of talking to them in a rational way due to their lacking mental health. This can result in frustrated (“regular”) participants who are demotivated by those actions. It can also scare off possible new participants. Thus, the problem has an effect on the participation of the Neighborhood Garden initiative (see problem “participation”). On the other hand the actions performed by those “difficult participants” are also amusing to the rest of the group because some are very random as collecting all the stones on the property and sorting them by size across the garden.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden shares the same approach of being open to anyone who wants to join their initiative. However, they are better organized and have an overview over their participants as every new member has to apply for a bed first before joining, in contrast to the Neighborhood Garden initiative. Nevertheless, according to the interviewees, they also have problems with “difficult participants” who are mentally ill. One interviewee stated that those “difficult people” tend to show up in community garden projects as it is usually quite easy to become a member. The interviewee mentioned that the people of community gardens are fairly open to anyone who is interested in working with them. The problems with “difficult participants” only surface after a certain amount of time when challenging situations add up. According to interviewee
most of them are lacking social capability of relativization. As said by the interviewees, those people do not and/or cannot conform to other people and hold on to their own beliefs and opinions. Those participants have difficulties with adapting to other people and therefore also failed to fit in in other collectives. Obviously this is a problem when working in a group. On the other hand another interviewee mentioned that the initiative’s board has also lacked confidence in showing those people limits in the past. Some of those “difficult people” have profound gardening knowledge which is beneficial to the whole group. However, in 2014 some participants felt not comfortable around them anymore and said that they would leave the initiative if those problematic people would stay. This created a lot of tension in the whole group and almost separated them at one stage of their history. It was even called a “crisis”. At the end almost the whole board had resigned and “difficult people” had been actively excluded. Other core initiative members thought about leaving the group and a few of them actually did leave voluntarily because of it. Therefore it can be said that this problem threatened the existence of the garden!

Social Enterprise Garden

The interviewees of the Social Enterprise Garden did not mention “difficult people” specifically. They mentioned disagreements among participants, but they were not referring to people having psychological problems or difficulties of integrating themselves into the existing group. Only one interviewee said that some visitors do not agree with the concept of the garden and complain about it. This is annoying to the active members, but does not influence the initiative in a negative way. They rather see it as part of their goal to educate the visitors about topics related to the garden and try to convince them of their concept.
Problem “Difficult participants”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Mentally challenged people start being active in the garden and change the appearance of the garden</td>
<td>- Mentally challenged people start being active in the garden</td>
<td>- Did not experience this problem yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Annoys the other gardeners</td>
<td>- They create tensions in the group which led to conflicts</td>
<td>- Problem affected initiative’s organization, communication and participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Resulted in a crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: Problem “difficult participants”

5.4.4 Solutions “Difficult participants”

Summary solutions “Difficult participants”

The three initiatives have found different ways of facing the problem “difficult participants”. They are mainly trying to solve it internally and via means of communication. The Public Park Garden had to come up with more drastic solutions and actively expelled people from the initiative. They also received minor help from a mediator. The Neighborhood Garden experienced that “difficult people” leave the garden after a while and therefore did not see a necessity of coming up with a strategy at the moment. The Social Enterprise Garden initiative prevents “difficult people” from joining by conducting job interviews and one-day work trials and thereby figuring out if they fit in the team or not. Furthermore, people have to apply for a raised bed and pay money for it. Opening hours also prevent mentally challenged people from violating the garden as is the case in other gardens.

Neighborhood Garden

The gardeners of the Neighborhood Garden initiative deal with “difficult participants” by inviting them to join the plenums. That way they try to communicate with them, but usually those “difficult participants” join one or two meetings and then it becomes apparent that it is
hard to interact with them. Afterwards they usually do not show up for plenums anymore. Some participants mention the problem to new members in order to prepare them for it.

No external stakeholders have been asked to help them with the problem. Usually those “difficult participants” leave the garden after a while without any further notice. That way the problem is solved by the causer themselves.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden is more active when it comes to dealing with “difficult participants”. As a first measure they are organized in such a way that they have an overview of who is active in the garden. People have to apply for a raised bed and only get one if someone else is leaving the garden. Participants then have to sign a garden regulation and pay an affiliation fee of 20 to 40€ per year. This does not prevent “difficult people” from becoming part of the group, but it allows the group to have a better overview of who is active in the garden than the Neighborhood Garden initiative. When there are problems with certain people they try to communicate with them in order to prevent problems from becoming worse.

During the crisis at the end of the year 2014 and beginning 2015 (see problem “difficult participants” and “communication”) an external mediator was asked for help as the group had divided into sub-groups which could no longer communicate with each other. They organized a meeting to bring the whole group back together. This only helped them to stay in contact, but could not solve the problem itself. Therefore, the mediator was not that helpful as perceived by three interviewees. Nevertheless, another meeting during that crisis was used to talk about the motivation of the gardeners. This meeting revealed a deep connection to the initiative on the part of most participants. Thus, they were dedicated to continue the project despite the hard times. Hence, communication helped to overcome the crisis. Nevertheless, some “difficult participants” were actively expelled by the rest of the group as other solutions could not be found at that time to work together with them any longer.

One gardener of the “Public Park Garden” organized a workshop on communication together with a foundation that is concerned with urban gardening as a way to be better prepared for situations with “difficult people”. This can be seen as an indirect way of dealing with the
problem.

At the moment the initiative has solved its difficulties with most of their problematic participants by expelling or trying to communicate with them.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden initiative conducts individual job interviews and one-day work trials in order to see whether potential participants fit in the initiative. This also prevents false expectations on the applicant’s part. Thus, the initiative seems to have found a way of preventing “difficult people” from joining the initiative which may otherwise cause problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions “Difficult participants”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal contribution to solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Communicate with “difficult participants”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External contribution to solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No help received yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem is reoccurring but usually “difficult participants” leave after a while</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: Solutions “difficult participants”
5.4.5 Problem “Communication”

The problem “communication” describes the difficulty of delivering information to the right person(s) in the right time.

Summary problem “communication”

All three gardens are affected by the problem “communication” and it was named as one of the main problems by one interviewee from each garden. The initiatives mainly struggle with their intragroup communication. Their means of communication are either not used properly or used at all by the participants. Communication highly affects the management and therefore the overall performance of the community garden and thus do not use their whole potential. There are also difficulties with the communication towards external stakeholders, but it has less of an impact than the internal one.

Neighborhood Garden

The cause of the problem “communication” in the Neighborhood Garden initiative is that the (core) group wants to work on a direct democratic basis. This means that everyone should have information about everything in order to be able to intervene when something is going into a direction that is not desired. This is very time-consuming and not everyone is willing to invest the time in organizational issues (see problem “management”). Everyone is working on a voluntary basis and too much information can be overwhelming.

They try to organize themselves in monthly plenums where they communicate current developments of the garden (see solution “management”). Unfortunately not all gardeners attend those meetings and read the following emails. Especially older participants who do not own a computer and do not know how to use the internet are excluded from digital means of communication. The initiative also lacks means of analogous communication within the garden area. Thus, information flow is not guaranteed for everyone. This has already resulted in misuse of material that had been saved for other people.

One interviewee mentioned that the potential of the group is not entirely used because of lacking internal communication and that they could accomplish more. They might be able to tackle
other problems in a better way if they could reach out to the people that actively do not use their means of communication, or cannot use them.

**Public Park Garden**

One interviewee said that communication “is definitely a problem that can be underestimated”. The Public Park Garden is confronted with different interests that are not communicated well enough between the people. They try to integrate everyone who is interested in the initiative. They have means of communicating with each other, like plenums. However, during those plenums some people disrespect the others in a way that they are only talking about their own topics and do not let other people communicate their opinion.

During the interviews it has also been stated several times that the group consists of “doers” and “talkers”. The “doers” just want to get things done and do not want to talk about every detail. The “talkers” want to communicate about everything before it is put into action. Those different ways of working in the initiative creates tensions and frustration among the participants.

The board also has to decide how much information should be communicated. Too much information is overwhelming and too little can result in complaints. Additionally, a lack of communication resulted in board members not showing up to official meetings in the garden. This is crucial for the reputation of the initiative as the meetings are meant for interested people to be informed about the garden on a regular basis. Badly handled communication during their meetings can lead possible new members to get a false impression and not show up anymore (see problem “participation”).

In 2014 the initiative experienced a crisis as a result of some participant’s behaviour who had problems integrating themselves into the group (see problem “difficult participants”). As the problems with them increased subgroups formed around them as they had a profound gardening knowledge which some other participants saw valuable for the initiative despite the problems that came along with those persons. The situation became worse and the situation ended up in a crisis as the whole group was separated into subgroups which did no longer communicate with each other.
Thus, the Public Park Garden initiative is mainly concerned with its lacking internal communication which results in tensions between the participants.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden also struggles with internal communication. The interviewees mentioned several causes for a lack of communication within the initiative. They are organized in working groups. Despite regular team meetings, there is a lack of communication sometimes because of different perceptions concerning the importance of communication. According to an interviewee some people think that certain information is not important to be communicated while others do. He further states that some participants have false expectations and are relying on others to communicate certain information. Furthermore, the project is mainly organized with volunteers (see problem “management”) and not everyone is involved with a lot of engagement and emails are not answered immediately or due to poor time management people do not show up to meetings during which important information is communicated. This affects the management of the initiative as some information has not been communicated in time which slows down processes and they have to reschedule their plans and some projects cannot be realized (see problem “management”). A lack of communication can also lead to conflicts, harassment and tensions between people in the initiative. This can also influence their productivity during meetings.

At some stage of their development they had used too many means of communicating with each other. It was hard to follow up on all of them. Thus, information was not communicated in time because the emails (for example) had not been checked regularly.

Poor communication can also leave a bad impression on potential new participants. Therefore, the reputation can suffer if information is not communicated well enough (see problem “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”). There is also a communication problem with some external stakeholders like neighborhood initiatives that they would like to work with. Sometimes the Social Enterprise Garden lacks to communicate with them in time, sometimes the other initiatives do. This results in less projects being realized together.
Table 17: Problem “communication”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Means of communication are not used by every participant as it is very time intensive or cannot be used</td>
<td>- Difficulty of handling the amount of information that should be communicated</td>
<td>- Rather problem of individual communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Core group is frustrated and tries to find ways to reach out to the other gardeners</td>
<td>- Bad communication leads to bad management which can affect the initiative’s reputation</td>
<td>- Can result in bad management and less productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Initiative is less productive</td>
<td>- Some gardeners are frustrated</td>
<td>- Some projects cannot be realized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.6 Solutions “Communication”

Summary solutions “communication”

The “communication” problem is improving for the Public Park Garden and Social Enterprise Garden initiatives. They changed their means of communication, inform the group regularly and structured meetings better by distributing certain tasks to specific participants or groups. Thus, the solution of the “communication” problem is dependent on the way they are organized. The Neighborhood Garden is still struggling as some gardeners refuse to use their means of communication or do not have access to the internet and do not know how to solve those problems.

Neighborhood Garden

The gardeners of the Neighborhood Garden initiative know that they are struggling with their internal communication, but have not found a solution to the problem yet. The core group talks about the issue during their monthly plenums and send informational emails, but they have not found a way to involve the other groups who are active in the garden, but do not use their means of communication (plenums, emails, website). They have a website which is updated regularly and helps with the external communication as interested people can inform themselves about ongoing activities in the garden which has proven successful (see solutions “management”).
Nevertheless, this is not helping with the internal communication problem. It also does not help to reach people who are not using the internet or cannot use it.

So far they have not tried to contact external stakeholders to ask for help to solving this problem. Involving external stakeholders also does not seem helpful at the moment as certain gardeners actively avoid the “developed” means of communication. Thus, those means have to be changed in order to potentially reach out to those gardeners. The core group has already put information sheets onto their tool shed, but it is not protected against rain. Two interviewees mentioned that a water and wind proof information board could help within the garden area if it would be updated regularly. This could be one possibility to inform the other groups working in the garden as well as giving external people a chance to be informed of upcoming events, despite their lacking access to the internet. Thus, this could be a possibility to improve the internal and external communication. However, the core group is still arguing whether to implement it or not at the moment. They are also planning to actively work on the communication with the other groups in the garden and approach them directly.

Hence, the Neighborhood Garden initiative is struggling with the internal communication and has not found a way to reach those gardeners who are not willing to use or are not able to use their means of communication. Therefore, the problem has not yet been solved. The external communication on the other hand is working well.

**Public Park Garden**

The Public Park Garden initiative is much more organized than the Neighborhood Garden group (see problem “management”). In order to improve their communication they started to meet for plenums every two weeks to discuss the current situation and upcoming events. As they also experienced problems with the communication during their meetings they implemented communication rules to better structure the meetings. Additionally, they try to focus on some main topics and sort some problems out before the meeting. Throughout their development, they have benefited from their growing experience as how to handle problems with communication during their meetings. Moreover, the improved organizational structure helps them to save time during those meetings (see solutions “management”). Although not all gardeners use their means of communication the situation is not as critical as for the
Neighborhood Garden as they are a bigger group. Therefore the number of people still attending their meetings and using their means of communication is sufficient to be able to smoothly run the initiative (see solutions “management”).

They also introduced a weekly newsletter as a central mean to communicate current developments. In 2015 a new board was elected after an internal crisis that had led to the demission of the former one (see problems “difficult participants” and “communication”). The new people in charge put more emphasis on communicating with each other in order to prevent difficult situations from turning into problems and try to stay in contact with the gardeners through the means mentioned.

In order to improve their external communication they developed a website as well as a Facebook page and flyers which they hand out during events and in the neighborhood. In order to avoid new possible members from being put off from ongoing intensive discussions they organize separate meetings with them. That way not too much time is spend on introducing people during informational meetings and new participants are not overwhelmed by the information during their first meeting(s). This makes the communication easier.

In 2015 they had an internee who was very active in the initiative and contributed greatly to solving communication problems within the group. She prepared plenums and contributed her knowledge of how to handle groups from her recent studies. She talked with all the active individuals to get an overview of the current situation. She tried new communication and organization methods during meetings as well as bringing in examples from other processes and groups. She connected the garden to other gardens again and activated new garden members to take over responsibility and be more active.

Some members also organized a workshop on the topic of “communication”. The workshop was co-organized with another foundation (Anstiftung&Ertonis) which supported them as an external stakeholder. During their crisis with “difficult participants” in 2014/2015, mediators helped them to talk to each other again as the group was divided into several factions that were unable to communicate with each other any longer (see problem “difficult participants” and “communication”). However, the importance of those mediators for the process of coming up with a solution to the problem was perceived as rather minor by the gardeners.
One interviewee mentioned the possibility of improving their communication by introducing an emailing list or forum with which everyone could write each other. However, according to the interviewee, this would only work if someone is actively taking care of it. This has not yet been the case.

Thus, the group improves their communication mainly by structuring their meetings, setting up communication rules and informing the members via plenums and emails. The importance of external stakeholders is rather little. The problem is perceived as being solved at the moment. However, they have to continuously work on it to not let it turn into a problem again.

The problem could not be solved from within the group at the time of crisis with some difficult participants and they needed external help to solve it (see solutions “communication” and “difficult participants”).

However, they distinguish themselves from the Neighborhood Garden initiative as they already succeeded in improving their communication over the years and the problem is changing for the better.

**Social Enterprise Garden**

The Social Enterprise Garden is highly organized. In order to guarantee a good organization they improved their communication. In that process, the change of executive secretaries in 2015 was an important and necessary step as perceived by two interviewees. The new ones implemented a novel system of direct communication. There were explicit instructions and emails to confirm everything which eased the work. They now have a clear hierarchy of whom to ask for certain questions (see solutions “management”). The working groups also meet regularly to discuss the development in each other’s group which makes the communication more efficient. A new website also helped communicating with external stakeholders as well as among the participants. Furthermore, they reduced their means of communication.

The Social Enterprise Garden did not receive any help from external stakeholders with the problem “communication”.
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Thus, they improved their means of communication, structured their organization and inform everyone regularly about important tasks. They also benefitted from a change of leadership.

The problem is perceived as being solved at the moment. However, they have to continuously work on it to not let it turn into a problem again.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions “Communication”</th>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal contribution to solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Meet in plenums to talk about ongoing developments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- use emails to inform group about decisions in plenums</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- update website regularly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- meet in plenums every two weeks to talk about ongoing developments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- new board focuses more on communication than the former one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- introduced communication rules during meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- update website regularly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- introduced weekly newsletter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- organize workshops on communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- new executive secretaries introduced novel system of direct communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- introduced explicit instructions and confirmed them via email</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- clear hierarchy helps addressing the right persons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- regular working group meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- improved their website</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- reduced means of communication and focus on less now</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External contribution to solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No help received yet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Anstiftung&amp;Ertomis” association prepared communication workshop with them</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No help received yet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem of gardeners not using their means of communication has not yet been solved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem is constantly worked on, but perceived as being solved at the moment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem is constantly worked on, but perceived as being solved at the moment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 18: Solutions “communication”*
5.4.7 Problem “Management”

*Problem “management” describes the problem to organize the initiative and get the participants involved in it.*

**Summary problem “management”**

All three initiatives are organized in an official form (association, gGmbH) or are represented by another official association. Their self-set goals are influencing their management and how they are affected by a badly managed organization. The Neighborhood and Public Park Garden are solely working on a voluntary basis which makes it hard to find people to fill certain positions sometimes or just getting them to attend regular meetings. The Social Enterprise Garden is working with volunteers and employees alike. Their different time resources and expertise makes it difficult to evenly organize everything according to it though. This can, in the worst case, result in projects not being realized.

**Neighborhood Garden**

The Neighborhood Garden initiative does not want to be hierarchically organized, but meets in voluntary plenums once a month and is officially represented by a supporting Berlin association. Unfortunately not all gardeners attend the organizational meetings. However, they also cannot force anyone to be informed all the time because everyone is working on a voluntary basis. Thus, the garden group is not one combined group, but consists of a core group that organizes most of the events, and several small groups that work side by side on the area. This makes organizing events and action days more difficult.

The problem is also a result of their lacking communication (see problem “communication”). They cannot organize themselves if their communication is not working well. This results in a less combined working force that may be able to accomplish more and solve other problems better as well.

One of the gardeners who is not much involved in the management of the initiative stated that she just wants to garden and is not interested in too much organization as the project (in her opinion) is supposed to evolve naturally and not too planned. However, she also did not know
much about the contract with the district office. Thus, some participants are relying on the core
group to take care of those issues. However, this poses a risk as the core group of five to ten
people is rather small and if too many of them leave and not enough people take over some
organizational responsibility the initiative ceases to exist as the district office needs to be able
to contact them. Thus, the initiative is struggling to stay true to their vision of being open to
anyone and let everything run on a voluntary basis and to get enough people to join
organizational meetings in order to sustain some kind of management structure.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden experienced a rapid growth in participant numbers during the first two
years. In the beginning, they were loosely organized and the management structure could not
keep up with the growing number of participants. The more people joined, the more tasks had
to be distributed. Thus, getting organized was essential at this stage.

As a precondition for them to be able to work on the space, they had to officially organize
themselves (see solutions “space”). They chose to become an association. This brought along
other management difficulties. It is required to have three to five board members that will be
elected for two years (as stated in their constitution). As the whole initiative is working on a
voluntary basis it is sometimes hard to fill those positions. Board members, as well as any other
participant of the initiative can leave the garden at any time. However, they have to fill those
positions in order to meet the requirements of the district office and to be able to stay on the
property.

Despite having around 60 to 70 club members and even more gardeners, there is only a small
group of around 20 people who are actively engaged in the management of the initiative. This
has been criticized by two interviewees. It does get problematic if participants with certain tasks
leave the garden as it can be difficult to find someone who takes over this task (board members
for example). The Public Park Garden is dependent on being well-managed as they have to
attend organizational meetings, prepare presentations, e.g. in order to be integrated into the
future concept of the Park (see solutions “space”). If no one is taking over responsibility the
community garden ceases to exist. On the other hand, it is less critical currently if some people
are not that much involved because it can be compensated by others. In the beginning, with
fewer people involved, this was more crucial. Nevertheless, it can become a problem if too many people from the core team that manage most of the activities in the garden drop out (see problem “participation”).

According to two interviewees the management of the initiative can also be a problem when “doers” and “talkers” disagree. The interviewees define “doers” as participants who just want to create something and “talkers” as participants who want to discuss everything before it is put into action. Sometimes the “doers” put something into action before it has been sufficiently organized. As experienced in the beginning of the initiative, too little organization resulted in a bit of a chaos as raised beds were built without properly managing and communicating it with the whole group. People joined the group without officially applying for a bed, for example. Too much management on the other hand also scares away people because it takes too much time. This is particularly true for the “doers” who can get frustrated over too much organization (and communication) and too little action.

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden is organized as a gGmbH and with that come certain responsibilities that have to be met. This, for example, includes the provision of financial and other records (see solutions “finances”). Those have to be handled frequently and therefore need to be managed by the participants as the owner of the property (education authority) is checking them on a yearly basis. The education authority wants to make sure that the initiative is working as a social company on their property and is not creating profit.

The Social Enterprise Garden faces difficulties with its management structure as they try to be a combination of the company's hierarchy and democratic decision making structures. In the beginning the management of all the different working groups was done by the initiator. It was a major challenge for her to stay on top of things. As the initiative developed, more tasks were distributed among the participants and they formed working groups for special tasks. It worked fairly well but was still not perfect.

In the beginning a lot of people invested their time in addition to having a regular job. Now there are different types of employment arrangements within the project that have to be
coordinated. There are volunteers, ÖBFDs, FÖJs, paid workers, shareholders and the executive secretary. However, they still have problems to evenly distribute the work load among those different groups of people according to their time and profession. Sometimes this is also an effect of their lacking communication as information that is required for a smooth management does not reach the right person in time (see problem “communication”).

Finances are another cause for the “management” problem. As the initiative has to be able to pay its employees and afford the upcoming events solving finances is a major concern for the Social Enterprise Garden (see problem “finances”). Thus, many participants are involved in generating income or writing funding applications. Those people are missing in other parts of the project.

The volunteers also tend to work on tasks that they like rather than on tasks that are more important for the initiative at that moment. The interviewees mentioned that this can also affect the management of the initiative negatively or slow it down as important tasks are not worked on in time. That way they lose time for important projects if they are poorly organized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem “Management”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Loosely organized, but officially represented by another initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- There is a core group and several other groups that work alongside each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Regular plenums are not attended by everyone which makes it hard to organize events and tackle problems communally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Organized as an association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Certain positions need to be filled as one condition to being allowed to garden on the space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- There is a core group of organizers and board members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A lot of gardeners are inactive in the management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Frustration among gardeners if organization is not managed well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Organized as a gGmbH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Need to fulfill certain requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Struggle with the management of different kinds of employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Participants are overworked and stressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Some projects cannot be realized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 19: Problem “management”
5.4.8 Solutions “Management”

Summary solutions “management”

All gardens are trying to split up their tasks to improve their organization and limit the individual work load. As an important aspect of management they improved their means of direct communication. That way important information is delivered better and the management improves. Two of the initiatives also benefitted from an active change of leadership. In contrast to the other initiatives the Social Enterprise Garden also uses its finances to employ people who then help them with the management of the initiative. It is striking that the more overall tasks an initiative is dealing with, the more they are structured and have specialists for certain tasks in contrast to having the whole group working on it together. The Public Park and Social Enterprise Garden continuously work on their management and perceive it as being solved at the moment. The Neighborhood Garden still struggles to involve more of its gardeners to take over certain management tasks as they are not willing to use their means of communication which is critical due to their relatively low number of participants.

Neighborhood Garden

A Berlin association officially represents the garden group and works together with the Neighborhood Garden to make decisions. This was important to get the current space as the initiative needed to be represented by an official organization or association taking responsibility for them (see solutions “space”). Two gardeners are now in the board of that association. Therefore, the Neighborhood Garden and its cooperating association have connected more closely. This ensures a certain organizational structure of the initiative which is run by the core group. This is important to be able to be contacted by the district office which is the owner of the space.

The core group of five to ten persons meet for plenums once a month and occasionally try to organize events. As they experience difficulties with the communication towards other gardeners they cannot use their whole potential of managing events on a regular basis (see problem “communication”). As the solution to the “communication” problem is pending at the moment they also have difficulties to improve their management.
Although their poor management is influencing their potential of working on other problems, it does not threaten their existence yet as they are officially represented by another supporting association and have found enough people to take care of the most important management issues for now. However, they have still not developed a strategy to involve more active gardeners into their management, which will be important for the future if gardeners of the core group leave the initiative and will not be able to manage it any longer.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden on the other hand is more structured and has tried to improve its management throughout its history. They needed to be officially organized in order to get the permission of working on the space (see solutions “space”). Therefore they decided to become an association which involves specific organizational positions that have to be staffed.

In order to improve their management they divided certain tasks among the participants, like preparing the weekly newsletter or organizing the water supply. They also formed working groups which meet regularly. All gardeners are called upon attending plenums taking place every two weeks. This assures that the development can be influenced by everyone in a democratic way. They also introduced a weekly newsletter and update their website regularly. This ensures that information is communicated and that the management runs smoothly (see solutions “communication”). Additionally, the informal communication within the garden helps with the management as information is spread among the participants. Nevertheless, the initiative does not reach all participants, but compared to the Neighborhood Garden initiative it is not as critical because the number of participants is fairly high and there are always enough people attending their meetings. This guarantees a well working management of their initiative.

After the crisis in 2014/2015 the change of board helped to get the group reorganized (see problems “difficult participants” and “communication”) as the new board members are increasingly focusing on communication which helps to get clear about deficiencies in the management of the group (see solution “communication”).

The group is receiving indirect help from external stakeholders to work on the problem. Throughout the garden’s history several neighborhood initiatives and organizations offered
them their rooms to use at no cost. This helped the initiative to get organized as the group grew and meeting in bars or in private homes were no option any longer. Currently they use the rooms of a neighboring social initiative on a weekly basis which is especially helpful for their general assemblies or when meetings in the garden are not the best option due to bad weather conditions for example.

A theoretical solution mentioned by an interviewee is to pay people for certain jobs which could help with the management. However, this cannot be realized at the moment because they lack the financial resources to pay for such a position. They are also not planning to find a way of financing it at the moment as they try to solve the problem differently and agreed on not emphasizing an economic approach with their initiative.

The Public Park Garden distributes certain management tasks among the gardeners and organizes regular meetings (plenums) that every gardener is called upon to attend. A focus on an improved communication assures a constant flow of information which helps the management to run smoothly. The gardeners perceive the “management” problem as being solved at the moment, but they have to continuously work on it to not let it turn into a problem again.

Social Enterprise Garden

Throughout the season the initiative is organizing many events, needs to organize the daily routine of their garden and café as well as taking on jobs to earn money needed for its development. In order to be able to manage all those different tasks the participants split the team in specialized organizational groups and thereby distribute the workload evenly. Although they are trying to work together on one level there is a certain hierarchy with the executive secretary on top of the initiative. Furthermore, they have persons responsible for a certain department and group that they manage. Thus, a certain specialization helps them with their management.

In 2015 there was a change of executive secretaries. The new executive secretaries introduced a novel system of managing the initiative. An important part was to increase the communication among the participants (see solution “communication”). They also improved their time-
management and their documentation and determined the responsibility for certain tasks. This helped to organize the group better. In the same year the initiative also founded an advisory board to support the new executive secretaries and split the work among advisory board members. One shareholder is intensively working together with the executive secretaries and gives his opinion on certain developments and decisions. He tries to give input as an outer view. He contributes his experience and knowledge about project management from his main job.

Currently, the initiative is trying to create a position for someone who will exclusively manage the volunteers and will be a contact person for other initiatives that want to work together with the Social Enterprise Garden. In 2014 and 2015 they already had a position for this job, but due to increasing amounts of work the person was involved in too many other projects and could not fill this position any longer. The new one is planned to be better integrated in the management and shall solely work on specific tasks. The group plans to apply for a special funding to be able to pay a person for this specific task. Thus, finances are one way of working on that part of the problem.

Throughout its history the initiative reduced some tasks and now focuses on the main ones which are important for its future development. Additionally, they implemented “tenants hours“ (“Pächterstunden“). The tenants have to work a certain amount of time in the year in the garden. The team introduced a deposit that the tenants have to pay. They only get it back if they clean up their beds at the end of the season. Those measures help the team to have less work and focus on other parts of the management.

As the initiative can only rely on volunteers to help them for some hours in a month they also work together with ÖBFDs and FÖJs who support the initiative for several months. Due to the amount of time spending with the initiative they can take over responsibility which lowers the pressure on the other participants. According to the interviewees, the ÖBFDs are more helpful than the FÖJs as they are older\(^2\), often more committed due to their age and in general spend more time with the initiative\(^3\) (an ÖBFD can take up to 18 months (ÖBFD 2016)). However, the ÖBFDs cost the initiative money. Therefore, finances are important to involve ÖBFDs and other employees as part of the solution to their “management” problem (see solution “finances”). However, a lot of participants are involved in generating income and writing

\(^2\) ÖBFDs have to be age >26 in contrast to FÖJs who are between 16-26 years of age (cf. Ijgd 2016:2)
\(^3\) FÖJ generally lasts 12 months (cf. Ijgd 2016:2)
funding applications (see solutions “finances”). Those people are then missing in other parts of the initiative which increases the management problem. Thus, once the finances are managed for the current season, participants that had been involved in generating those incomes can then help to manage other parts of the initiative. This is different from the other two initiatives which do not pursue such an economic focus.

The group receives help from external stakeholders as well. Another community garden initiative had sponsored a coaching on “how to establish a community garden” for the initiator of the Social Enterprise Garden. This input helped them to develop further when starting the project. Another external stakeholder that helps them with the problem is the supermarket they are collaborating with as it is letting them use an office for free (see solution “finances”). The office provides them with the infrastructure to work on their “management” problem, but does not directly help to solve it. Visitors and tenants give their outward opinion on the way events are organized and give advice of how to do things better or different. This can help as the team can be stuck in a rut sometimes.

Thus, the Social Enterprise Garden’s strategy to solving the “management” problem is to distribute the workload among specialized groups, reduce unnecessary tasks, improve the internal communication and use its finances to employ people to take over certain management jobs. The contribution of external stakeholders to the solution is rather little. The problem has to be continuously worked on, but the gardeners perceive it as being solved at the moment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions “Management”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neighborhood Garden</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal contribution to solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Core group meets for plenums and communicates about the future development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Organize regular meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- They improved their means of communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Distribute the workload among specialized groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External contribution to solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A Berlin association is representing them officially and therefore takes over certain management responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Neighborhood initiatives offer them rooms for official meetings and offices to work on their management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Another community garden coached them at the beginning of their development and provided them with know-how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem is partly solved, but they still struggle to involve more gardeners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 20: Solutions “management”*
5.4.9 Problem “Finances”

The problem “finances” describes the difficulties of generating enough money to support the initiative and its employees.

Summary problem “finances”

“Finances” are mainly a problem for the Social Enterprise Garden which is organized as a social enterprise and therefore needs to generate money if they want to implement their projects and pay their employees. This creates stress in the team and leads to overwork as a lot of their participants are concerned with managing the finances of their events and employees. Those people are then missing in organizing other tasks for the initiative. The other two gardens have also experienced difficulties with finances at some stage of their development, but as they do not pay anyone or organize big events regularly, they struggle less with finances. Thus, the goals that the initiatives want to achieve highly influence the importance of the problem “finances”.

Neighborhood Garden

The Neighborhood Garden gardeners stated that they had to pay rent for using the interim space in 2009/2010 until they moved to the current area. That was seen as bit of a problem as they did not generate any money with their gardening activities (and still don’t). Therefore, they had to come up with other ways of being able to afford the rent. Another time when they lacked sufficient amounts of money was when the first space was auctioned off. If they would have had the money to buy the area, they could have probably stayed there and would not have been forced to look for an alternative. Thus, finances were always related to the legal regulations concerning the space they were working on. Finances therefore could have helped to deal with the “space” problem on the first property and was also necessary to help the initiative “survive” on the interim space.

On the current space they are not faced with financial problems as they do not have running expenses and only pay for minor things like plants, seeds and broken and stolen material (see problems “safety: (A) theft” and “safety: (B) vandalism”). The contract states that they have to pay for the water, but the district office has never sent them a bill yet and they also try to not remind it of that (see problem “water”).
Public Park Garden

The interviewees of the Public Park Garden initiative mentioned that finances are important, but not their main concern. Only in the beginning, when they started the initiative, they lacked finances. Currently they have to pay for their water and repair broken materials and furniture which are the only running expenses at the moment (see problems “water” and “safety: (B) vandalism”). This has an influence on their gardening activities as they do not water everything anymore which, for example, affected their bee pasture (see problem “water”).

Social Enterprise Garden

The Social Enterprise Garden is a gGmbH and therefore concerned with making money and paying their employees. Two of the four interviewees named “financing” as one of the three main problems of their initiative. They have running expenses and need to generate income to be able to pay for them. They pay their employees and invested in infrastructure and material to build up the garden. However, they also have to consider the consecutive material costs. As a result of lacking orderliness and minor theft, materials also go missing which they have to buy new (see problem “safety: (A) theft”). Nevertheless this is not affecting them in a way that they have to consider strategies to avoid it (see solutions “safety: (A) theft”).

The initiative also organizes a lot of events. The more activities are planned, the more time and people they need to realize them. However, they cannot only count on voluntary workers who spend their free time in the garden, in addition to their regular jobs (see problems “participation and “management”). If they want to reach their goals they need people who invest most of their time in the initiative and those people have to be paid. “Finances” is also a problem because they have not enough people to work on big construction contracts which would help them financially (see problems “participation” and “management”). Another reason are their imbalanced income sources. Market gardening is the section that is the most profitable, but also the one that is the least stable. They have found several income sources (see solutions “finances”), but one interviewee mentioned that they can still improve their knowledge and possibilities in that field.

The problem affects them greatly. They had to leave the first space on top of the parking garage
because they could not afford to pay for the necessary safety requirements (see problem “space”). One interviewee deplores that the focus of the initiative has shifted from a social to a financial one, especially since the café was built.

The problem also resulted in stress in the team (see problem “participation: (B) keeping participants in the initiative”). There is a lot of pressure to earn money somehow to be able to finance everything. They also have to be flexible in terms of their goals. Sometimes they cannot meet their expectations because they do not have enough money to pay for everything and everybody. Unfortunately, the employees are often overworked (see problem “participation: (B) keeping participants in the initiative”). Organizing and managing finances takes up a lot of working time. Those working hours are missing in other fields of the initiative. Overwork then often leads to people leaving the initiative after a while. Some just do not return after their official time is over. This is a big loss for the initiative as those people are usually very much involved in the activities and know how everything is working (see problem “participation: (B) keeping participants in the initiative”).

Theoretically the Social Enterprise Garden could have also just founded an association without an economic focus, like the other two gardens. However, the initiator had planned to start a social enterprise that would create jobs and would be able to finance itself to some extent. The idea was to realize the project on the parking garage. Due to liability reasons they needed to be organized in a way that they can be held liable in case something happens. Therefore, it was necessary to find a way that this will work and at the same time minimize the risks for individual people. Thus, they started to work as a company with limited liability and insufficient share capital which later turned into the gGmbH. Thus, the problem “finances” is in some way self-imposed and was influenced by their goals. Now they have to find ways of dealing with it.
Problem “Finances”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood Garden</th>
<th>Public Park Garden</th>
<th>Social Enterprise Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Only had to pay rent on the interim space</td>
<td>- Only had financial concerns at the beginning of their development</td>
<td>- Problem is highly affecting the initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- On the current space they do not pay running expenses</td>
<td>- They have running expenses for water and repairing broken furniture and material</td>
<td>- They have several running expenses and are under pressure to afford everything</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Finances are not important for the initiative at the moment</td>
<td>- Finances are not perceived as a big problem</td>
<td>- Struggle to find enough people to take care of finances and also managing the rest of the initiative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21: Problem “finances”

5.4.10 Solutions “Finances”

Summary Solutions “Finances”

All three initiatives are organizing events and ask for donations to pay for some of their expenses. Moreover, the Public Park Garden and Social Enterprise Garden are charging a member fee or rent for using their raised beds. The Social Enterprise Garden has an incentive of making money to pay their employees and is organized as a gGmbH which allows to create income. Furthermore, they are relying on a variety of income sources. The Public Park Garden and Social Enterprise Garden received or are still receiving financial help from external stakeholders. All three gardens are profiting from the free use of the space as they do not have to pay rent. This helps them greatly as they can either invest the saved money into other projects or are not forced to generate money somehow and can focus on their gardening activities.

Neighborhood Garden

During their time on the interim space the gardeners organized themselves and sold things at flea markets to pay for the rent. Additionally, they collected voluntary donations during events in their garden. Once they were allowed to work on the current space they did not have running expenses and only collect money to, for example, pay for broken material (see problem “safety:
(B) vandalism”). Plants and seeds are usually bought by the individual gardeners themselves as they are working on individual beds.

They are mainly supported by the owner of the space as the district office does not ask for rent. However, they are supposed to take care of the space in return. This has become more of an issue due to the increased “safety” problem (see problem “safety”). They have also not been asked to pay for their water yet, although the contract states that they have to. This is helping them and they try not to remind the district office of that part of the contract.

The gardeners do not perceive finance as a problem any longer as they do not have running expenses and can pay whatever is needed from the money collected during their summer events.

Public Park Garden

The Public Park Garden has not been asked to pay rent for using the space which cuts down on their running costs. Thus, they can invest their money into other projects and do not have to worry about creating an income too much. The expenses for the new arrangement of water connection is financed by their membership fee. As they want to be open to any person interested and do not want to exclude people who cannot afford the fee they have also made exceptions for those people. Occasionally, they organize workshops and ask for donations. However, this is not the main objective of offering those workshops.

They received funding from “Anstiftung&Ertomis”, a foundation that supports urban gardens, repair cafés and other initiatives active in communities, at the beginning of their development which helped them to build the raised beds and buy the necessary soil (see solution “soil”). Thus, the Public Park Garden received external help through funding to get the initiative started, does not have to worry about rent and manages to pay continuing expenses through their membership fee and donations. The interviewees perceive the problem as being solved at the moment.
Social Enterprise Garden

The foundation as a “gGmbH” was essential for the Social Enterprise Garden as the status allows them to create an income. The founding shareholders contributed 25,000€ which helped to purchase the necessary infrastructure to start the project. The Social Enterprise Garden has found several strategies to finance their events and pay their employees. They actively generate money by leasing their raised beds to tenants, selling vegetables, food, beverages and self-produced compost, offering workshops and taking on market gardening jobs. They also produce short commercial movies for companies and earn money by that. They apply for funding which is often related to workshops. They also offer their garden to be used for festivities and take money for it. They have already invested in big projects like their café. Therefore, they do not have to worry about those costs anymore and can use it to create an income. The initiative also benefits from its rising publicity which makes it easier to get funding for certain projects. Nevertheless, they want to keep their independence and do not want to rely too much on just one large private sponsor. The team created costs and income projections which helped to structure the finances better and identify potential ways of minimizing their costs.

When asked for important stakeholders the interviewees distinguished between individual people rather than talking about the initiative in general. This is much more important in this initiative than in the other two. The executive secretary generally has the chief responsibility concerning decision-making and is in charge of the fundraising and finances of the initiative. The executive secretary got in contact with a lot of possible sponsors, promoted the concept of the initiative and wrote applications for funds, especially in the beginning of the initiative’s development. The shareholders contribute their time and knowledge in specific fields which helps with the finances. The market gardening is the most unstable department, but is also the most profitable one. The person in charge of this department arranges the duties and is important to running it financially. The café team is essential for running the café. The café is hoped to be a stabilizing factor for the financial sector of the project.

They also have a person in their team who brought in a lot of knowledge and experience concerning finances. He contributed creative ideas to the applications and wrote a lot of them himself. Additionally he talks to sponsors and built up a network. He is also in contact with political stakeholders and tries to involve important people who can help to ease certain processes and developments, such as getting permissions.
The Social Enterprise Garden divides the tasks among the participants. There are experts for several fields. They all contribute to solving the finance problem in their specialty. The Social Enterprise Garden therefore has a very structured way of dealing with their finances.

Additionally, they are supported by external stakeholders. The volunteers help by contributing their time and energy to keep the project running and make money with the events the initiative plans and puts into action (see solutions “management”). Sponsors support them directly with money, commodity contributions and jobs. Those are also helping them indirectly by raising the level of awareness for their initiative. Thus, it becomes easier for them to get more sponsors. Ideally supporters help them by introducing them to politicians and sponsors and making the initiative more well-known. Some of them also donate money directly to the initiative. One of the ideally supporters is the borough mayor who helps them indirectly by organizing funding for the project. The district office funded them in 2012 and 2013. Other Berlin community gardens share their experience and pass on jobs to the Social Enterprise Garden initiative. They also organize projects together which help to raise awareness for their initiative (see solutions “participation: (A) getting people to participate in the initiative”) and directly helps them by making an income during those events.

The education authority, as the owner of the space, does not ask for rent for the current space which helps the initiative as they can invest the saved money into projects. Another stakeholder who is not charging rent is the supermarket they have worked with since 2012. Here, they can use a room for their office work. They do not have to pay for basic rent which helps them financially. The supermarket also prints flyers for them for free which cuts down on their costs.

Some theoretical solutions mentioned by the interviewees include applying for large government funding which would guarantee their finances for a longer period of time. They have heard of other garden projects doing this to stabilize the economic part of the management. They are considering it for season 2016. Another possibility stated could be to cooperate with other initiatives in the neighborhood to apply for funds together. Thus, sharing the work load of the application process and building up their network to raise their publicity. They have done that already, but would like to improve that possibility. Another aspect that may help with finances could be a change of regulations in favor of initiatives like theirs. An interviewee mentioned that certain regulations are very costly which can be a burden for rather small initiatives. This however is not seen as being able to be changed by the initiative itself, but they
can raise awareness for it.

The Social Enterprise Garden is very structured when it comes to solving the problem “finances”. They do not rely too much on one way of generating income, but in contrast try to come up with several solutions and involve experts to help them with those tasks. They are also very much dependent on external stakeholders like sponsors to help them with their finances. Despite their difficulties of generating sufficient income, they do perceive the problem as being solved at the moment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions “Finances”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal contribution to solution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for donations during their events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gardeners invest personal money on their individual beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for affiliation fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gardeners invest personal money on their individual beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for affiliation fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gardeners invest personal money on their individual beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for affiliation fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gardeners invest personal money on their individual beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for affiliation fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gardeners invest personal money on their individual beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for affiliation fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gardeners invest personal money on their individual beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for affiliation fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gardeners invest personal money on their individual beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for affiliation fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gardeners invest personal money on their individual beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ask for affiliation fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External contribution to solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Property owner does not charge money for water and rent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Received donation from “Anstiftung&amp;Ertomis” to start the initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Property owner does not ask for rent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Receive donations from different sponsors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Volunteers help them execute events which generate money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other community gardens pass on jobs to them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Supermarket rents out office room for free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem is not perceived as one by the gardeners as they do not have running expenses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 22: Solutions “finances”*
6. Summary & Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the essential findings on community garden’s problem solving strategies and will further discuss them. Thus giving recommendations on solving and avoiding problems for a better performance of existing and future projects.

This thesis analyzed three research questions, which aimed at providing an insight in community garden’s problem solving strategies:

1. What are the main problems community gardens are dealing with throughout their development?

2. What are the key strategies community gardens developed to deal with their main problems?

3. Who are important external stakeholders supporting community gardens during their problem solving process?

Community gardens are dealing with nine main problems which can be divided into “gardening problems” and “organizational problems”. “Gardening problems” affect the realization and continuation of horticultural activities negatively and include the problems “space”, “soil”, “water” and “safety”. “Organizational problems” combine problems threatening the performance of the group as an initiative and include the problems “participation”, “difficult participants”, “communication”, “management” and “finances”.

Community garden’s key strategies to solving their problems are the improvement of their internal and external communication, dividing tasks among their participants and building up a network with neighborhood initiatives and administrative institutions.

Important external stakeholders are different administrative institutions as they contribute to the solution of problems “space”, “water”, “safety”, “participation” and “finances”. Other community gardens help with the problems “soil”, “participation”, “communication”,
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“management” and “finances”. Neighboring social institutions support the initiatives with the problems “space”, “participation” and “management” and the media helps with the problems “space” and “participation”.

Using the grounded theory approach has proven successful in answering the three research questions stated in the introduction of this thesis. Eleven interviews and seven observations in three community gardens have been analyzed in this study. Thus, allowing new insights in the phenomenon of community gardens as the findings show the garden’s main problems, their solutions as well as the role of external stakeholders in the problem solving process. As a conclusive result of the analysis a theory could be developed describing community garden’s key problem solving strategies:

*The more community gardens focus on improving their internal communication and management and build up a network with neighborhood initiatives and administrative institutions the better they handle their problems!*

The analysis revealed that administrative institutions are playing an important role in the problem solving process of community gardens. This shows that the goals set by the Berlin Agenda 21 are supported by them. Local authorities contribute to the success of the initiatives as they are in charge of many free spaces in the city and can help find a property for them. Thus, people who want to start a community garden should consider contacting district offices or other local administrations to help them find a space. They are also a potential source for funding or can support funding applications and thereby help to establish a garden. Hereby it is advisable to develop a concept for the future use if the community garden is to be established new.

Often, brownfields are the first choice for urban community gardens in cities, as they usually provide enough space and the rent is low or non-existent. However, they pose the risk of being turned into construction sites and the community garden has to move elsewhere which can potentially lead to their termination. Therefore they build up a social network of partnering gardens and neighboring institutions in order to raise awareness for their situation and try to
convince important stakeholders from their initiative as they usually lack the financial means to purchase a space. However, they are not always successful and need to find other solutions.

As it is important for a community garden project to have some planning security a contract should be signed which secures their status on the property. Here, the legal regulations of the space have to be considered though. Being situated on an open green space makes the garden accessible for anyone interested or curious about the project and can help getting people interested to join the initiative as the erection of a fence is usually prohibited. Thus, it also poses the risk of destructive actions performed by individuals who are not respecting the initiative’s work and its belongings.

People still need to get used to community gardens as it is a rather new way of using public space. Direct communication with potential perpetrators and signs informing about the project may help, but other factors have to be considered as well. If the availability of other green spaces in the neighborhood is low or even diminished due to constructions on former brownfields, which had been used for recreational activities, the use pressure on the remaining green areas increases. This can lead to more violating acts in the garden, which frustrates the gardeners and may result in reduced activity, threatening the development of the project. The analysis has shown that the best way of avoiding violating acts is the erection of a fence. If that is not possible due to legal regulations of the space, close communication with the property owner is essential. Only if the needs and problems of the project are communicated, misconceptions and false expectation of the initiative’s ability of taking care of a space can be avoided and solutions be found.

For the initiation and development of a garden it is essential to have sufficient amounts of soil and water. For community gardens it is important to find good quality soil if they cannot work in ground soil. Therefore they should properly inform themselves before purchasing it in order to avoid frustration after a bad harvest. However, soil can also be enriched by using organic fertilizer. Working with raised beds helps to avoid the negative influence of dogs and garbage.

If the initiative’s space belongs to the government, administrative institutions can support community gardens by not charging rent and money for water as community gardens are generally not creating an income. However, if the community garden is creating an income it may be handled differently. Although it is suggested to reduce the financial burden until the
initiative is able to afford those running expenses it was not part of the study to identify the right time frame of reducing the financial burden. It can only be advised to stay in continuous contact with the initiative to determine the right moment of charging money and discuss about the rent.

It is important to distinguish between community gardens with an economic focus and other community gardens as there are different goals and therefore different demands that define the success of the initiative. If a garden wants to employ people there is a higher pressure of generating income than in others that only have to deal with minor expenses. For projects with an economic focus it is advisable to identify different kinds of income sources to stabilize the initiative financially. Therefore public relations is important and media and local stakeholders like politicians and neighborhood initiatives should be contacted as they can help promote the initiative which is beneficial for funding applications.

Economically oriented community gardens have the advantage of being able to employ people to help them with certain tasks. This also includes involving experts which may not otherwise be part of the initiative. This can help to work more efficiently and create additional income which helps to develop the initiative. However, the constant pressure of generating sufficient income can also result in changing the focus of the initiative from a social towards an economic one. This may not be desired and has to be paid attention to. The financial pressure can also lead to stress and overwork. Thus, participants may leave the initiative which increases the stress on the remaining participants. Therefore it can be considered to reduce certain tasks and focus on important ones that help develop the initiative and do not overwhelm the participants.

However, a more diverse initiative is also more interesting as it appeals to a broader public and thus reaches new groups of people. Nevertheless, it should be considered that a group can also consist of people who may not be able to integrate themselves well in a community. This can create tensions which should be taken seriously as they can evolve into crises threatening the community and therefore the whole project. Communication is therefore crucial to manage those situations before they turn into a problem. Nevertheless, it should also be considered to expel participants if the initiative is at risk. Avoiding those situations may only be possible when conducting interviews with new participants. However, this may not be an option for community gardens which try to be open to anyone, but should be considered by gardens with an economic focus as they have to rely on a well working group to plan and execute several
events. A change of leadership can also be helpful if the initiative is no longer evolving as it is stuck in a rut and no longer capable of managing important tasks.

The management of community gardens is often influenced by the organizational form. Therefore it should be considered what is to be achieved with the initiative as certain organizational structures have benefits, but also imply certain requirements, such as filling the position of a board, which can be a challenge if the initiative is working with volunteers only.

As the management of the initiative is highly dependent on the gardener’s ability to communicate with each other, communication should be emphasized as one of the most important aspects and it should not be underestimated. Workshops can help to sensitize the group and help to pay attention to it. Furthermore information should be exchanged on a regular basis via emails and meetings. This also ensures that individuals have the feeling of being able to influence the initiative’s development which can be crucial for their motivation and future participation and thus, the performance of the initiative as a whole.

The thesis thereby delivered an insight into community garden’s main problems and how to solve or avoid them.

However, the reader should bear in mind that the study has limits also. The network analysis including the rating system was originally planned to be more precise. It was attempted to get details about individual stakeholders like companies and individual initiatives, but it could not be realized as the interviewees were not willing to give detailed information on every stakeholder involved in the problem solving process. In some cases there were just too many stakeholders involved and could not have been covered in the amount of time planned for the interview. Therefore the interviewees were referring to a group of stakeholders instead of naming every single one.

Before conducting the interviews the size of the community garden’s network could not be estimated. Therefore, it could be helpful to conduct further research on the networks of community gardens to identify potential important stakeholders for the problem solving process before the interview and thus prepare the analysis according to it. Hereby, one problem could be solely analyzed instead of identifying all main problems. The main problems have been identified in this thesis already. Therefore, this study can be used to get an overview of the main
problems and then choose one for a more detailed study focusing on the analysis of the stakeholders involved with one problem and its solution process.

The analysis of three community gardening projects in Berlin therefore revealed different problems they are dealing with and their problem solving strategies. This new knowledge can help supporting established and new community gardening projects to prepare for difficulties and show them how to overcome or even avoid them. This will help to sustain those projects with their many benefits and thereby improve urban life and support cities to start and continue a sustainable development.
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